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Abstract

Semiconductor lasers are the most widely used type of lasers. This is due to many beneficial

properties including compact size, wavelength coverage, and high efficiency. Different

semiconductor laser architectures and gain materials can be used to fulfill requirements of

different applications. Semiconductor gain materials are easy to tune to emit at desired

wavelengths by changing the composition of the material and they can cover a wide range of

wavelengths from ultra-violet to mid-infrared. Still, there are some important gaps in the

wavelength coverage. Two of these gaps are located at ~600 nm and ~1200 nm, i.e. just below

and above the wavelength coverage of traditional GaAs-based semiconductors. Especially the

yellow–red (580–620 nm) part of the visible spectrum is important for applications in the fields

of medicine, spectroscopy, astronomy and laser projection.

This work targeted to cover both of the mentioned wavelength gaps by using dilute nitride

GaInNAsSb/GaAs quantum well gain material in novel high-power lasers. This thesis discusses

especially the fabrication of the dilute nitride gain materials using plasma-assisted molecular

beam epitaxy. Incorporating few percent of nitrogen into InGaAs/GaAs QWs can increase the

upper wavelength limit of GaAs-based semiconductors up to 1550 nm by reducing band gap

and lattice strain. Using this dilute nitride material system, we fabricated the first multi-watt

semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs) emitting at 1180 nm and 1230 nm. The output powers

exceeded 10 W at both wavelengths. Although frequency doubling is out of the scope of this

thesis, it should be mentioned that these lasers emitted multi-watt powers also at the

corresponding frequency doubled wavelengths of 590 nm and 615 nm. In addition, this thesis
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reports a GaInNAsSb/GaAs SDL emitting at 1550 nm, which is the longest wavelength

demonstrated for a monolithic GaAs-based SDL.

SDLs, unlike other semiconductor lasers, can emit high-powers (up to 100 W) in nearly

diffraction-limited beams and can be efficiently frequency doubled. However, not all

applications require multi-watt output powers but would rather benefit from smaller size of the

laser source. For this reason we studied also another laser architecture, namely edge-emitting

laser diodes. A single-mode laser with record-high output power of 340 mW at 1180 nm,

corresponding to yellow (590 nm) frequency-doubled wavelength, was demonstrated. The laser

showed also excellent temperature stability, which is important for miniaturization of

frequency-doubled lasers.

The laser demonstrations could not have been realized without good understanding of the basic

properties of the GaInNAs(Sb) gain material and its fabrication. Studies related to these aspects

and to calibration of PA-MBE reactors form an important part of this thesis. Especially, effects

of growth temperature and As/III beam equivalent pressure ratio on the grown semiconductor

structures were studied.

In summary, this work is concerned with plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy of

GaInNAsSb/GaAs gain materials. The fabricated materials were used in novel lasers emitting at

wide range of technologically important wavelengths that are difficult to reach otherwise.
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1 Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction
Semiconductor lasers have become the most widely used type of lasers due to their many

favorable properties such as compact size, highly efficient (electrical) pumping, high

modulation speed, and wavelength versatility offered by different gain material systems.

Applications of these sources range from material processing and optical pumping of solid state

lasers to data storage (CDs, DVDs, and Blue-ray disks) and optical fiber communication.

Metrology, various medical treatments, and spectroscopy are also important applications.

The usability of lasers in different applications depends on the basic parameters of the laser

source. These parameters include wavelength, output power, efficiency, and beam quality.

Various types of semiconductor lasers have been developed to meet the requirements of

different applications. While market for high-power laser diodes is expected to grow fastest,

most of the semiconductor lasers sold today are still low-power diode lasers [1].

In terms of emission geometry, diode lasers can be divided into two main groups which are

edge-emitting lasers (EELs, Figure 1.1(a)) and vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs,

Figure 1.1(b)). EELs emit in the direction parallel and VCSELs in the direction perpendicular to

semiconductor junctions. In addition to laser diodes, optically pumped semiconductor disk

lasers (SDLs, Figure 1.1(c)) have been developed and commercialized. They are also known as

vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) or optically pumped semiconductor

lasers (OPSLs). It depends on the requirements of the application which type of laser shows

best performance. VCSELs are extremely compact, have good beam quality and operate in

single longitudinal mode but their output power (as single emitters) is limited to mW range.

Edge-emitting lasers can emit higher powers but their beam quality is worse than that of
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VCSELs. EELs have also longer cavities and are, thus, longitudinally multimode if not forced

to lase in single mode. SDLs were developed for emitting high powers in high-quality beams

[2, 3]. On the downside, SDLs loose to laser diodes in compactness and efficiency. In fact they

usually include an EEL for pumping. On the other hand, their external cavity allows the use of

intra-cavity components, such as nonlinear crystals for efficient frequency doubling [4] or

wavelength selective components for single mode operation [5]. SDLs should not only be

compared to laser diodes, but also to optically pumped thin disk solid-state lasers [6]: SDLs

combine the power scaling capability of the disk laser architecture with wavelength versatility

of semiconductor gain materials.

Figure 1.1. Schematic representations of (a) an EEL, (b) a VCSEL, and (c) an SDL. In EELs
the laser cavity is formed between cleaved facets and is parallel to semiconductor junctions
whereas in VCSELs and SDLs the cavity is perpendicular to semiconductor layers. As
compared to VCSELs, SDLs enable larger mode size with single transversal mode operation
and introduction of nonlinear components into the external cavity.
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In addition to laser architecture, the most important design aspect of semiconductor lasers is the

choice of gain material, which affects all the laser parameters and defines achievable

wavelength range. In this thesis, EELs and SDLs were studied. We especially studied plasma-

assisted molecular beam epitaxy of GaInNAs(Sb)/GaAs quantum well (QW) gain material and

used this material in lasers for reaching new wavelength regions. This dilute nitride material

shows great promise for frequency doubled lasers emitting at technologically important yellow–

red wavelengths and complements InP technology at communication wavelength of 1.55 µm.

GaInNAsSb heterostructures1.1

Nitrogen incorporated into GaInAs lattice reduces simultaneously both the band gap and lattice

constant of the material. This unique effect reduces the compressive strain of GaInAs layers

grown on GaAs and increases their emission wavelength [7, 8]. Without N, emission

wavelength of GaInAs QWs is limited to below 1200 nm [9]. Thus, GaAs-based technology has

a lack of long-wavelength lattice-matched gain materials. Longer wavelengths, especially fiber-

optic communication wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55 µm, have been traditionally covered by InP-

based technology. Still, long-wavelength GaAs technology would have many benefits,

including availability of AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirrors that enable

fabrication of monolithic vertical cavity lasers—a feature not available for InP technology.

Large conduction band offset of GaInNAs/GaAs QWs is also expected to improve laser

characteristics at high temperatures [7].

A major challenge in development of GaInNAs(Sb)/GaAs devices has been epitaxy of nitride

layers with high enough quality. This can be understood by noting several differences between

nitride epitaxy and standard GaAs epitaxy. First of all, GaInNAs is not thermodynamically

stable material [10], and it has to be grown at low temperature in order to limit phase separation

[11]. At low temperatures, relatively high nitrogen concentration at the growth front can be

frozen in the bulk layers [11]. In addition to low growth temperature, phase separation can be

limited by using Sb surfactant for limiting adatom diffusion length on the growth front [12, 13].

The longer is the emission wavelength, the higher are the required In and/or N compositions

and the tendency for phase separation [14, 15]. Sb also incorporates to the crystal and decreases

the band gap for longer emission wavelengths. In this dissertation Sb was used for fabrication of
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longest wavelength SDL at 1.55 µm [P5]. Secondly, N2 molecule is very stable and inert. For

this reason, radio frequency plasma sources are used in epitaxy for nitrogen activation. These

sources can damage growing crystals by generating flux of energetic ions, which should be

removed by plasma source design and deflection plates [16, 17].

Low-temperature growth, nitrogen incorporation and use of plasma source create defects in the

GaInNAs(Sb) lattice. N induces also short-range ordering (SRO) in the nearest neighborhood of

nitrogen atoms. In order to remove the defects, post-growth annealing is routinely carried out

for GaInNAs(Sb) device structures. Annealing treatment reduces the rate of nonradiative

recombination and can improve photoluminescence intensity by orders of magnitude.

Improvement is typically accompanied by a blueshift whose origin and amount depend on the

growth and annealing conditions [18-20].  The importance of annealing for GaInNAs(Sb)

devices is reflected in the large number of related research. Studies connecting growth and

annealing conditions and SRO form part of this thesis as well [P2, P4].

Why dilute nitride lasers?1.2

Combination of SDLs’ high power, high beam quality and capability of highly efficient intra-

cavity frequency doubling to visible wavelengths makes them very useful for many applications.

Blue and green frequency doubled SDLs were developed first based on GaInAs/GaAs QWs [21,

22]. However, reaching yellow–red wavelengths using this gain material is increasingly

difficult because of high lattice strain, and the longest wavelengths reached using this material

system correspond to 1180 nm [23, 24]. Yellow-red spectral range is not difficult to reach only

for frequency doubled SDLs, but also for lasers emitting directly at visible wavelengths. Only

few demonstrations of direct lasers at these wavelengths have been published [25, 26]. In terms

of performance, SDLs compete also with diode-pumped solid state lasers and fibre lasers which

are both capable of reaching visible wavelengths by nonlinear frequency conversion [27, 28].

As compared to these types of lasers, semiconductor lasers benefit from simple architecture,

relaxed requirements for pump lasers, high-efficiency and wavelength tunability. For these

reasons, we developed GaInNAs/GaAs SDL gain structures emitting at 1.18 µm [P3] and 1.22–

1.24 µm [P1] corresponding to frequency doubled visible wavelengths at 590 nm [29] and

615 nm [30-32]. Visible SDLs are attractive to many important applications. Yellow SDLs can
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be used for creating laser guide stars for adaptive optics of earth-based telescopes [33, 34],

stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [35], eye surgery [36], flow cytometry [37]

and treatment of vascular lesions (port wine stains) [38]. Red SDLs (at Ȝ<630 nm, where direct

emitting diode lasers do not work well) with high output power could be used in RGB laser

projectors [39, 40] and photodynamic therapy [41, 42].

After demonstration of the visible frequency doubled SDLs, we pushed the limits of dilute

nitride material system further to demonstrate the first monolithic GaAs-based SDL at 1.55 µm

[P5]. This was achieved by using tensile strained GaNAs for compensating the compressive

strain of the QWs and reactive Sb surfactant for improving material quality. 1.55 µm is an

important fiber-optic communications wavelength but also an eye-safe wavelength with many

applications outside the field of communications [43-46].

Not all applications require high output power in extremely high quality beams, but would

rather benefit from smaller device size. Current GaAs-based laser diode technology is limited to

wavelengths longer than 630 nm [47, 48] while GaN-based laser diode technology emitting at

the yellow–red part of the spectrum is still relatively immature [25]. Thus, frequency doubling

has to be used for yellow laser diodes. Although required 1180 nm EELs have been fabricated

based on highly strained InGaAs/GaAs QWs [9, 49, 50], nitrogen incorporation improves

electron confinement of the QWs and thus improves lasing characteristics at high temperatures.

Improved temperature stability provided by GaInNAs/GaAs lasers would be important for

miniaturization of frequency-doubled lasers, which is currently limited by thermal management

[51]. If the frequency doubling crystal requires elevated temperatures for phase matching [51]

or wavelength tuning [52], it would be beneficial to have laser diodes tolerating the elevated

temperatures as well. Furthermore, lattice strain is reduced by nitrogen incorporation, which

relaxes strain related design constraints. Because of lower lattice strain, increasing the number

of QWs for further improvement of temperature characteristics [53] should be easier with

GaInNAs QWs than it is with InGaAs QWs. This thesis includes a demonstration of a

temperature-stable single-mode GaInNAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser

emitting at 1180 nm [P6].
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Outline1.3

This thesis is organized in five chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the basic properties and

fabrication related aspects of GaInNAs. Especially it concerns plasma-assisted molecular beam

epitaxy (PA-MBE) of GaInNAs(Sb). Band anticrossing (BAC) model for modelling GaInNAs

band gap is described, and a new modified version is introduced for GaInNAsSb (Chapter 2.1)

[54]. Effects of nitrogen on the material quality and related short-range ordering (SRO) are

discussed in Chapter 2.2. Both the material quality and SRO can be modified after growth by

annealing, which is then discussed in Chapter 2.3. Chapter 2.4 discusses three studies related

directly to PA-MBE of GaInNAs: The studies concerned calibration of a radio frequency (RF)

plasma source [55], influence of growth temperature on nitrogen incorporation [P4] and effect

of As/III beam equivalent pressure ratio on short-range ordering of GaInNAs [P2].

Chapter 3 includes the studies concerning GaInNAs(Sb) SDLs. This chapter begins with a short

description of motivation behind the work and also discusses pros and cons of alternative

semiconductor gain material systems. Basic design aspects of semiconductor disk laser

technology are discussed in Chapter 3.1. This is followed by a short description of fabrication

and characterization of dilute nitride semiconductor disk lasers emitting at 1.18 µm (Chapter

3.2)[P3], 1.22–1.24 µm (Chapter 3.3)[P1] and 1.55 µm (Chapter 3.4)[P5].

Chapter 4 reports the fabrication and characterization of single-mode GaInNAs DBR-EEL

emitting at 1.18 µm [P6]. In addition to the DBR laser, temperature characteristics of the gain

material are discussed based on broad area edge-emitting laser characterization. Chapter 5

concludes this thesis with a short summary of results and gives an outlook for future research.
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2 Dilute Nitride Semiconductors

Chapter 2

Dilute Nitride Semiconductors
This Chapter reviews the basic properties of GaInNAs(Sb). In addition, some of the challenges

related to this material are discussed. A simple band anticrossing model for band gap of

GaInNAsSb is also described [54]. Emphasis is put on GaInNAs(Sb) growth by plasma-assisted

molecular beam epitaxy (PA-MBE). Chapter 2.4 summarizes selected studies carried out in the

framework of this dissertation and published in [P2, P4] and [55].

Effect of Nitrogen on the Band Structure2.1

Rather than increasing towards GaN band gap value (Eg = 3.24 eV at a = 4.5 Å [56]), GaNAs

band gap decreases strongly when small amount of N is added to GaAs. Thus it is possible to

decrease both the band gap and the lattice constant by incorporating N into GaAs. This opens

new opportunities for GaAs-based technology. For example, the compressive strain of GaInAs

on GaAs can be compensated by N incorporation which simultaneously decreases the band gap

and thus enables emission at wavelengths up to 1.55 µm. Ga1-xInxNyAs1-y with x ƒ 2.8y is lattice

matched to GaAs whereas compositions with x > 2.8y and x  <  2.8y give compressive and

tensile strained GaInNAs on GaAs, respectively. Room temperature (T = 300 K) band gap

values and lattice constants are used throughout this chapter.

The band gap of GaNAs is poorly described by the normal quadratic approximation,

Eg(GaN(y)As(1-y)) = (1-y)Eg(GaAs)+yEg(GaN)-y(1-y)CGaNAs, (2.1)
which includes  a single composition-independent bowing parameter CGaNAs. Instead, a so-called

band anti-crossing (BAC) model can be used in describing the conduction band structure and
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the related electron effective mass. The anomalous effect of N on the band gap is due to small

size and large electronegativity of N atoms (radius ~ 0.068 Å, electronegativity ~ 3.04 in units

of Pauling scale) as compared to As atoms (radius ~ 0.121 Å, electronegativity ~ 2.18). Such

impurity atoms create localized energy levels close to the conduction band edge and, as a result,

modify the conduction band structure of the alloy. BAC model describes this interaction. [56-59]

In GaAs, N atoms create a localized energy level, EN, which lies about 0.25 eV above the

conduction band edge. If N composition is increased to dilute regime i.e. to y ƒ 1%, the band

structure is drastically modified. According to BAC model, the anti-crossing interaction

between the band of localized N states and the conduction band of the host crystal leads to

splitting of the conduction band into two sub-bands E+ and E-, which are located above and

below, respectively, the band of N states and the conduction band edge of the host crystal. The

band gap is now formed between the valence band maximum and the E- band edge and is

effectively decreased with increasing N concentration as the anti-crossing interaction pushes the

E- down in energy. According to BAC model, the dispersions of the two new sub-bands can be

written as:

♥≠
∫

≥♣
™ θθ yVEEEEkE NMNM

22 4)()(
2
1)( kk (2.2)

where EM(k) is the conduction band dispersion of the host crystal (e.g. GaAs,  GaInAs or

GaInAsSb), EN is the energy of the nitrogen band, V describes the hybridization strength, and y

is the N composition for example in Ga1-xInxNyAs1-y. In addition to formation of the two new

sub-bands and decrease of the fundamental band gap, Equation 2.2 describes reduction of the

curvature of the E- band, which corresponds to increase of effective electron mass. From the

device engineer’s point of view, BAC model can be thought of as a parameterization method

whose two parameters, EN and V, should be fitted with experimental data.

Figure 2.1 shows Ga1-xInxNyAs1-y band  gap  for  y  =  1%,  2%,  3%  and  4  %  calculated  with

parameter values taken from references [56, 60]. It was assumed in the band gap calculation

that only effect of N on the band gap value is by the changed conduction band structure [61, 62].

Lattice constants were calculated using linear interpolation between lattice constants of the

binaries, also known as Vegard’s law. It is also noted that care should be taken when BAC

model is used for describing temperature or pressure (strain) dependent phenomena or when

comparing materials with different growth and annealing conditions [61-63]. We have found
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[64] that calculated values of Figure 2.1 are in good agreement with the ones measured for our

annealed, nearly lattice-matched GaInNAs bulk samples. However, separate parameter values

should be used for un-annealed samples.
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Figure 2.1. Band gap and lattice constant of dilute nitride GaInNAs at room temperature.
Important wavelengths are marked with dashed lines. Band gap and lattice constant values are
calculated with parameters taken from references [56, 60].

The use of antimony as an incorporating surfactant improves the optical quality of the QWs,

widens the usable growth parameter window and also decreases the band gap for emission at

longer wavelengths [13, 65]. Especially the growth temperature can be increased when Sb is

used during growth, because addition of Sb allows avoiding phase separation. This is especially

important for longer emission wavelengths where high In and N compositions are required.

Many studies have been carried out and published on the epitaxy and incorporation

dependencies of elements of GaInNAsSb [12, 66, 67] as well as on annealing and short-range

ordering of GaInNAsSb [68]. However, a simple band gap model for GaInNAsSb has been

lacking. For GaNAsSb, double-BAC model describing effect of N on the conduction band and

antimony on the valence band has been previously reported [69].
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Major obstacle for structuring the GaInNAsSb band gap model, has been the difficulty of

measuring the composition of this five-element compound. Here, composition of the MBE-

grown bulk GaInNAsSb crystals was determined by combining x-ray diffraction measurements

with scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements utilizing energy dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS), as discussed in detail in reference [54]. All samples were annealed until

their blueshift saturated in order to minimize the effect of short range ordering on the band gap

value, which was measured by measuring the PL peak wavelength. With these composition and

band gap measurements, we could show that standard band anti-crossing (BAC) model

(Equation 2.2) can be utilized for GaInNAsSb if GaInAsSb is used in the model as a host

material.

The band gaps of ternary GaInAs, GaInSb, GaAsSb and InAsSb were calculated by the second

order polynomial (Equation 2.1) and using band gap values and bowing factors given in [60,

70]. Band gap of quaternary GaInAsSb was calculated by linear interpolation between ternary

constituents [70] and was used as the host material value EM for calculating Ga1-xInxNyAs1-y-zSbz

band gap using the BAC model (Equation 2.2). Energy of the N band, EN, and hybridization

strength V of BAC model were assumed to be independent of Sb composition. This is suggested

also by the fact that Sb incorporation affects mainly the valence band while dilute nitride BAC

model deals with changes of the conduction band structure [69, 71]. Thus, we treated these

parameters as second order polynomial functions of In composition x,

)1()1()( xxcxbxaxE EnEnEnN  and (2.3)

)1()1()( xxcxbxaxV VVV , (2.4)

and made only a slight change to aV as compared to parameters suggested by Vurgaftman et al.

[56] (Table 2.1).  This change was made for improved fit with the measured band gap and

composition values.

Table 2.1. BAC model parameters used in this work for GaInNAsSb and the same parameters
for GaInNAs from reference [56].

BAC model

parameters

aEN (eV) bEN (eV) cEN (eV) aV (eV) bV (eV) cV (eV)

This work 1.65 1.44 0.38 2.55 2.00 3.50

Vurgaftman 1.65 1.44 0.38 2.70 2.00 3.50
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With Equations 2.1–2.4 and parameters of Table 2.1, we could achieve good fit between

calculated and measured band gap values as shown in Figure 2.2. Average deviation between

measured and calculated values is only 20 meV. We note that for example short range ordering

can cause 0–50 meV changes to band gap (although this effect was minimized in this work by

annealing) and that band gap values measured by PL peak wavelength are systematically too

large by 10–20 meV. There were no systematic errors with changing In, Sb or N compositions

and all data points could be calculated with better than 95 % accuracy. In summary, we showed

that only slightly modified BAC model can give accurate values for GaInNAsSb band gap.
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Figure 2.2. Calculated band gap values plotted with those measured by PL (peak wavelength).
Band gaps of end point binaries are also marked on the figure to show boundary conditions.
Line indicates perfect match between calculated and measured values. [54]
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Effect of Nitrogen on Material Quality2.2

Besides giving dilute nitride materials their interesting and beneficial properties, the large

differences in the size and electronegativity of the N and As atoms as well as the different

crystal structures of the endpoint ternaries (cubic fcc for GaInAs and hexagonal wurtzite for

GaInN) complicate the fabrication of high quality GaInNAs. Particularly, they result in a large

miscibility gap in the alloys. The solubility of N into Ga(In)As at thermal equilibrium is only a

small fraction of a percent [10]. Incorporating higher amounts of N can cause clustering and

phase separation [15], which have detrimental effect on the optical quality of the material.

However, these problems can be avoided; single phase GaInNAs can be grown at kinetically

limited conditions.

In the case of MBE, suitable growth conditions are created by using low growth temperature.

The explanation for the high N compositions reported by many growers [72, 73] probably lies

in the surface kinetics of the growing layer rather than in the bulk thermodynamics [11, 74-76].

Once the relatively high surface concentration of N is covered by the over grown layers, it will

be frozen in due to the low diffusion of N atoms at low temperatures. This leads to far higher

solubility than expected by bulk thermodynamic considerations. Thus, GaInNyAs1-y layers with

relatively high N content (y~10%) can be grown by MBE, but all layers that contain more than

a negligible amount of N are metastable.

GaInNAs epitaxy is sensitive to growth conditions and surface reconstruction. Whereas the

upper limit for the growth temperature of GaInNAs is set by the tendency towards phase

separation, the lower limit is set by the formation of crystal point defects. These defects include

As antisites, Ga vacancies, and As interstitials, which are observed also in GaAs grown at low

temperature and under As-rich conditions [73], and a wide variety of N related defects [77].

Suitable growth temperature for GaInNAs is thus found as a compromise between phase

separation at high temperatures and point defect formation at low temperatures [12]. Increasing

either In or N content of the growing crystal increases the tendency of phase separation and 3-

dimensional growth and, thus, decreases the optimum growth temperature [15].

In GaInNAs five different N-centered nearest neighbor (NN) environments can coexist. These

can be labeled as N-InmGa4-m, where 0 � m � 4 is the number of In atoms surrounding an N

atom. This gives rise to short range ordering (SRO) or, in other words, nearest neighbor (NN)
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effects. The question then is, what are the relative numbers of bonds between different kinds of

atoms or, in other words, relative numbers of different NN environments and how the different

configurations affect the optical properties of the crystal.  [78] In GaInNAs the effect of SRO

on the band gap is expected theoretically to be large due to the resonance between the states

created by N atoms and the conduction band edge of the host crystal. Klar et al. were the first to

show both theoretically and by photoreflectance measurements that five unequal band gap

values corresponding to different NN environments can exist in a sample with a fixed

composition (x,y) [79]. Also Kim et al. predicted this phenomenon theoretically [78]. Both

these papers predict that energy of the N related EN band and thus the band gap energy increases

when the number of NN In atoms is increased from m = 0 to m = 4. In addition, the difference

in the band gap values corresponding to different NN environments (ȋ=Eg(m=4)-Eg(m=0))

was calculated to increase with increasing amount of N or In in the crystal [79]. Klar et al.

calculated that for Ga0.67In0.33N0.01As0.99 the difference in band gaps corresponding to m = 4 and

m = 0 is about 50 meV and that the five band gap values corresponding to different NN

configurations are evenly spread over this range [79]. Duboz et al. have suggested a simple

correction to the BAC model for taking into account the effect of different NN configurations

[80].

Lordi et al. showed that for a totally random Ga0.7In0.3NyAs1-y alloy the most probable NN

configuration corresponds to m = 1 [81] and found that their as-grown material was dominated

by this configuration. Also Klar et al. reported that their as-grown material consisted mainly of

m = 0 and m = 1 configurations [79]. This is, however, in contradiction with calculations

showing that the crystal energy of a bulk material is minimized when m = 3 [78, 81]. This

contradiction is generally thought to arise from an interplay between crystals elastic strain

energy and chemical bonding energy [76, 79, 81]. The chemical bond energies are often

estimated from the cohesive energies of the binaries which show the following trend:

EGaN>EInN>EGaAs>EInAs. Similarly the elastic strain energy can be estimated from the lattice

constants of the binaries which show the following trend: aInAs>aGaAs>aInN>aGaN. Thus, Ga-N

(small atom – small atom) bonds are favored in terms of chemical bonding energy and In-N

(large atom – small atom) bonds in terms of elastic strain energy. The increased number of Ga-

N NN environments as compared to thermodynamically preferred m = 3 configuration is

thought to arise from the domination of chemical bonding aspects over the elastic strain aspects

at the growing surface where the elastic strain is relaxed more easily due to lower coordination
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of the surface atoms [76, 79, 81]. Once the surface is grown over, the atomic configuration

enriched with Ga-N bonds is kinetically frozen in due to low diffusivity of N atoms. In the bulk

material, where atoms have higher coordination and the strain is not so easily relaxed, the

elastic strain energy plays more important role in the total energy and a higher number of In-N

bonds would be preferred. The number of In-N bonds can be increased towards m = 3 by

providing sufficient amount of thermal energy for atomic diffusion that enables the

reorganization of NN environments. The effect of thermal treatment, usually called annealing,

on GaInNAs is discussed in the next Chapter 2.3.

Albrecht et al. also considered the effects of interplay between chemical bonding energy and

elastic strain energy on the compositional dependence between In and N. Analogously to NN

effects, they found that In-N interaction is repulsive at the surface and attractive in the bulk.

Thus, increasing the In concentration can be expected to lower N solubility which is highly

controlled by surface kinetics. Experimental support for this phenomenon has been reported by

many groups [76, 82, 83], although contradictive reports can also be found [84]. It has been

shown that the In segregation to the growth front is further increased with increasing N content

[14, 82].

Interesting consequence from the above growth and surface considerations is that controlling

surface conditions by changing growth parameters should enable control of NN configurations

and N content [76]. Indeed, our results show that NN configuration can be controlled by As

pressure during MBE growth (see Chapter 2.4.3) [P2] and N composition by growth

temperature (see Chapter 2.4.2) [P4].

Effect of Annealing on Material Properties2.3

Dilute nitride GaInNAs usually suffers from low luminescence efficiency due to non-radiative

defects induced by low temperature growth, N incorporation, and ions from the plasma source.

Additional reason for poor luminescence might lie behind the high number of Ga-N bonds in

as-grown materials [68]. Thermal annealing has been shown to provide increase in the

luminescence efficiency (photoluminescence intensity improvement by an order of magnitude is

not uncommon) but is usually accompanied by large (several tens of nanometers) blueshift of

the emission wavelength [18].
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Mainly two methods are used for annealing the samples: so called in-situ annealing, which is

performed in the same reactor as the growth itself, or post-growth rapid thermal annealing

(RTA) performed in a separate furnace. In both cases, the surface has to be protected against As

desorption and the related degradation of the surface quality. In the case of in-situ annealing this

is done by applying an As overpressure on the surface [85, 86]. In the case of RTA the sample

is covered with another GaAs wafer, enclosed in a box made of GaAs wafers [87] or capped

with a dielectric film deposited on the surface [88, 89].  Typical annealing temperatures range

from 580 °C (the growth temperature of GaAs) to 900 °C.

Whereas the increase in luminescence efficiency has been generally attributed to healing of

non-radiative defects and improvement of interfacial quality of QWs, the blueshift behavior has

been under keen investigation and several mechanisms have been suggested to cause it: change

in nitrogen NN environment from gallium rich to indium rich [68, 79], N diffusion inside the

QW, N-As interdiffusion across the QW boundaries, In diffusion inside the QWs, In-Ga

interdiffusion across the QW boundaries, and healing of localized band gap variations due to

point defects and N related clusters. For a review of different blueshift mechanisms, see

references [18, 77] and references therein. Annealing behavior of GaInNAs varies considerably

with changing growth and annealing conditions. Different growth conditions lead to materials

with different defect population and SRO which affect annealing behavior of the material.

Growth dependent SRO, especially, affects the blueshift of the material [P2, P4]. Materials used

for surface protection during annealing have large effect on the results as well. For example,

SiO2 capping of the sample surface has been shown to create Ga vacancy defects enhancing In-

Ga interdiffusion [87].

Our practical knowledge is that when annealed at moderate temperatures around 700 °C for

moderate times using GaAs box or the in-situ method, the blueshift is mostly explained by

nitrogen NN reconfiguration from Ga-rich to In-rich [87]. At higher temperatures or when

dielectric coatings are deposited at the surface, In-Ga interdiffusion becomes one of the main

blueshift mechanisms. The surface damage and thermal etching of the sample surface are also

more severe at elevated annealing temperatures. Still it should be noted that due to attractive

interaction between N and In atoms in the bulk material [76], diffusion is suppressed in

GaInNAs as compared to GaInAs [87]. GaNAs strain compensating and GaInNAs strain

mediating layers around the QWs can be used to further suppress In or N outdiffusion [90-92].
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One of the main advantages of performing annealing at relatively low temperatures around

700 °C is that the blueshift related to NN rearrangement (and potentially to defect annihilation)

is saturable, whereas diffusion, which is mainly observed at higher temperatures, causes

continuous blueshift. A well-defined saturable blueshift is highly desirable for device growths

where the luminescence wavelength needs to be accurately controlled. In addition to intentional

annealing, so called self-annealing, taking place during the growth of layers above the QWs,

should be taken into account [19, 20].

Studies on Plasma-assisted Molecular Beam2.4

Epitaxy of GaInNAs

Radio Frequency Plasma Source Technology2.4.1

N2 molecules are extremely inert due to strong triple bond between their atoms. Thus, more

reactive forms of N must be generated in order to incorporate N atoms into the crystal lattice. In

this work a radio frequency (RF) plasma sources (Veeco UNI-BULB) were used for creating

the active N. The sources consist of PBN crucible or a “bulb” which is surrounded by a hollow

RF coil. Water was circulated inside the coil for cooling the cell. RF power at a frequency of

13.56 MHz and adjustable in the range of 0–500 W was supplied into the coil for generating the

plasma inside the bulb. An automatic impedance matching network was used to ensure that all

the fed RF power was converted into plasma power. Nitrogen (initially 99.9999% pure) was fed

to the bulb through stainless steel tubing with filters for additional purification. A small window

was attached to the feeding tube for visually monitoring the rear side of the plasma. Monitoring

was however hindered because there was no unrestricted line of sight to the plasma itself.

Instead, plasma was seen through the backside of the PBN bulb, which absorbed the UV

wavelengths of the plasma emission. The N flow was controlled with a mass flow controller.

Typically used flow values were in the range of 0.15–1.0 sccm. Nitrogen was extracted from the

bulb through a PBN aperture plate with many small holes designed to direct the plasma

uniformly on the sample and to increase pressure inside the bulb.

With the automated impedance matching, the two parameters controlling the plasma operation

are RF power and N2 flow. Not all possible flow-power combinations can produce stable
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plasma. The pressure should be high enough to allow for sufficient collision rate between

electrons and molecules. On the other hand, if pressure is too high particles cannot gain

sufficient energy between successive collisions. The higher the pressure, the higher is the RF

power required to provide this sufficient energy. The N plasma consists mainly of the following

forms of N, with decreasing concentration [93, 94]: neutral molecules (N2), excited molecular

radicals (N2*), neutral atoms (N), molecular ions (N2+), and atomic ions (N+). The neutral

atoms N and molecular radicals N2* incorporate into the crystal lattice whereas the ions N2
+ and

N+ damage the crystal [16, 77]. The ions can be deflected by generating an electric field

between the deflector plates installed in front of the aperture plate. This possibility was

available in Veeco GEN20 but not in VG V80H reactor. The standard operating conditions

generally used and reported are those with relatively low power and high flow but so that

plasma is stable against changes in vacuum environment and shutter movement. These

parameters result in high pressure inside the bulb and relatively low particle energies, which

translate into smaller ion concentration and energy, i.e. less damage on the crystal. The small

aperture further increases the bulb pressure and decreases the ion concentration.

In both reactors used in this work, plasma source was enclosed into a vacuum chamber, which

was separated from the growth chamber by a gate valve and pumped differentially by a

turbomolecular pump. This allowed igniting and stabilizing the plasma without any effect on

the growing crystal. Also the plasma source contamination with As and other species in the

growth chamber was minimized. The gate valve was usually opened only a few seconds before

the QW growth and closed immediately after so that unintentional N incorporation and damage

was minimized.

Information about the plasma condition can be gained by monitoring its optical emission

spectrum. Most importantly, this provides an insight into the relative concentrations of the

active N species in the bulb and especially into the way these concentrations depend on the

plasma source parameters [95-99]. The relative concentrations of N and N2*, as determined

from the intensities of the corresponding peaks in the plasma emission spectra, have been

connected to N incorporation rate into both GaN [98, 99] and dilute nitride [95] crystals. Still,

only relative and qualitative information about the amount of different particles in the plasma

can be extracted from the emission spectra.
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A typical optical emission spectrum of the GEN20 plasma source recorded through viewport is

shown in Figure 2.3. This spectrum was measured for plasma operating with 250W RF power

and 0.15 sccm N2 flow. The spectrum consists of a number of broad bands (570–610 nm, 610–

690 nm, 710–780 nm) originating from transitions between different vibrational states of

excited molecular radicals N2*. The molecular peaks are superimposed by atomic emission

multiplets centered at about 745, 821, 866, and 942 nm. Absorption of ultra violet radiation by

the PBN bulb hindered the possibility of observing the ion related emission peaks.[95, 96, 98]
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Figure 2.3. A typical plasma emission spectrum recorded from plasma operating with 0.15
sccm N2 flow and 250 W RF power.

Here the intensities of atomic (N) and molecular radical (N2*) peaks at 747 and 757 nm,

respectively, were monitored as suggested in reference [95]. Figure 2.4 shows the peak

intensities for different RF powers as a function of N2 flow. It is seen that whereas the

molecular peak intensity starts to saturate only at the highest measured flow values, the atomic

peak intensities saturate and even decrease after 0.3 sccm. Qualitative explanation for the

decrease in atomic peak intensity could be increased recombination of N atoms into molecules

at higher pressures. Although not shown here, it should be mentioned that relative change in

peak intensity is higher for atomic peak than for molecular peak with changing RF power.
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Atomic peak intensity also shows less saturation with increasing RF power than does the

molecular peak.
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Figure 2.4. Atomic peak intensity of the plasma emission for different RF powers as function of

N2 flow (on the left) and the corresponding molecular radical peak intensities (on the right).

These observations can be linked to growth kinetics and N composition in GaInNAs by taking a

look at a set of closely lattice matched GaIn0.079NAs samples with variable plasma parameters.

Indium composition was determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD(004)) scan of a separate

GaInAs calibration sample. Nitrogen concentration of GaInNAs samples was then determined

also from XRD(004) rocking curves by assuming constant In content with changing plasma

parameters. Nitrogen concentrations determined from these samples are shown in Figure 2.5 as

a function of N2 flow. Nitrogen content and thus its incorporation rate into the crystal are seen

to saturate with increasing N2 flow. Similar saturation was observed also for the molecular

radical peak intensity. However, no decrease in incorporation is detected as it was detected for

the atomic peak intensity. Because the peak intensities are thought to be directly proportional to

the densities of active N particles in the plasma, it can be concluded that in addition to atomic N,

there must be another form of N incorporating into the crystal, especially at high values of N2

flow. Most likely this is the N2
* radical [95, 97-99].

The same calibration sample set (Figure 2.5) was used for creating a model for incorporation of

RF plasma activated N as described in reference [55]. The semi-empirical model predicts the N
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composition as a function of the primary resistance of the radio frequency system, N2 gas flow,

RF power and group-III growth rate.  The expression for N composition in the crystal is given

according to the model by [55]:

ܰ�(%) = �
ௗܴܩܵ
ூூூܴܩ

= �
ܤ

ூூூܴܩ
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ܴ௦ ோܲி

ቇ (2.5)

Here G is geometrical factor describing the reactor and plasma source configuration, S is N

sticking coefficient (S � 1 and depends on growth conditions), Rd is dissociation rate of N and

GRIII is the group-III growth rate. PRF and F denote radio frequency power and N2 flow,

respectively. RSP is the resistance of the RF system, which can be determined from the RF

power–voltage data and is nearly independent of the RF power but depends on the nitrogen

flow. B and EadD are fitting parameters. They are assumed to be independent of the nitrogen

flow but were found to depend exponentially on the RF power. The model (Equation 2.5) could

be used for Ga(In)NAs grown by two different MBE reactors with maximum deviation of less

than 6 % from the experimental compositions [55].
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Figure 2.5. Nitrogen content as determined by XRD measurements of GaInNAs bulk samples.
For calibration purposes, N content is normalized to correspond to 1 ȝm/h growth rate by
dividing it by the actual growth rate (0.75 ȝm/h). Figure shows also plots of Equation 2.5 fitted
to the measured data points.  [55]

To test the above calibration with GaInNAs/GaAs QWs, three samples were grown with

variable plasma settings so that the N content remained constant according to the calibration of

Figure 2.5 and Equation 2.5. Each sample comprised two GaIn0.25N0.76As/GaAs QWs separated

by 10 nm of GaAs. The PL spectra measured from these samples are shown in Figure 2.6. The
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PL peak wavelength of all the samples is almost exactly the same indicating the accuracy of the

calibration and model.

Figure 2.6. PL spectra recorded from samples grown with different plasma settings. Left panel
shows spectra for as-grown and right panel for annealed samples. For annealing, separate
rapid thermal annealing chamber was used. GaAs proximity capping protected the samples.

Influence of Growth Temperature on Nitrogen Composition: Thermally2.4.2

Activated Nitrogen Incorporation

Although the growth temperature (Tg) is one of the most important parameters affecting N

solubility, the experimental findings on the effects of Tg have been controversial.  [15, 20, 100-

102] In particular, the redshift of emission wavelength with increasing Tg is not well understood.

Previously, the annealing during the growth of other layers above GaInNAs has been found to

induce this redshift.  [20, 100-102] In fact, the annealing causes a blueshift through short range

ordering within GaInNAs, which takes place more readily in the samples grown at lower Tg.

[20, 100-102] Another explanation is phase separation of GaInNAs at elevated growth

temperatures, which leads to formation of clusters or quantum dot like structures with redshifted

emission. [15] Still another factor affecting the GaInNAs properties could be changes in defect

concentration and type.  [103, 104] Nevertheless, the previous reports have concluded that Tg of

GaInNAs itself does not significantly affect the amount of N incorporated, except for the

surface segregation and desorption, which lead to reduced N composition and emission
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blueshift at elevated growth temperatures (Tg > 450 °C).  [105, 106] However, we showed [P4]

that N incorporation is enhanced with increasing growth temperature in the range of 300–450

°C. This observation was based on a combination of x-ray diffraction, photoluminescence,

reflection high-energy electron diffraction, and photoelectron spectroscopy measurements and

post-growth thermal annealing. Furthermore, this observation allowed us to treat N

incorporation as a thermally activated process and to refine the kinetic N incorporation model

by Pan et al. [105].

Two sample sets were used for this study. The first set comprised samples with two 7 nm

Ga0.75In0.25NyAs1-y QWs with nominal N composition of about y = 1%. The QW pair was

embedded in GaAs and AlGaAs as described in reference [P4]. No annealing was performed in

the MBE chamber except for the normal growth of upper layers at 580 °C. The

photoluminescence wavelength of these samples showed unexpectedly strong increase with

increasing growth temperature up to 430 °C as shown in Figure 2.7. Above 430 °C, blueshift of

emission wavelength was observed which can be explained by desorption of N from the growth

front leading to smaller N composition [105] or by phase separation of the crystal [15, 107, 108].
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Figure 2.7. (a) Photoluminescence peak wavelength, (b) peak intensity and peak width (full
width at half maximum) as measured before annealing [P4].
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Because previous studies had suggested this redshift to be due to self-annealing [41-44], effect

of annealing on these samples was studied. Post growth annealing was performed in a separate

chamber at 700 °C, and sample surfaces were protected with GaAs proximity wafer.

Photoluminescence (PL) peak wavelength blue shifted up to annealing time of 1200 s (Figure

2.8). The blueshift also increased with increasing temperature up to the second highest growth

temperature. The decrease of the emission wavelength was accompanied  by a large, from

seven-fold up to 60-fold, increase of photoluminescence peak intensity, except for the lowest

two growth temperatures (Figure 2.8). In addition, PL peak widths decreased indicating

homogenization and improved quality of the material. Photoluminescence emission from the

sample grown at the lowest temperature stopped after 600 s of annealing, while the one grown

at the second lowest temperature showed only moderate, less than two-fold, intensity increase.

The moderate annealing temperature of 700 °C and the use of GaAs proximity capping were

chosen to limit diffusion of atoms across quantum well boundaries and thus the change of

emission wavelength due to composition change. For these annealing conditions, the short

range ordering of N nearest environments from Ga-rich to In-rich has been shown to be the

main blueshift mechanism [18, 87].

Figure 2.8. Blueshift (left [P4]) and intensity increase (right) of QW samples grown at different
temperatures and annealed at 700 °C using GaAs proximity capping.

The emission wavelengths of the samples annealed for 2400 s are shown in the inset of Figure

2.9. The trend is similar as for the as-grown samples (Figure 2.7) except for the samples, which
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were grown at the two lowest temperatures and showed also different annealing behavior. It is

assumed that these samples, grown at the lowest temperatures, suffer from poor quality due to

low growth temperatures. In order to have maintained good material quality at the lowest

growth temperatures, As/III beam equivalent ratio should have been decreased when decreasing

the growth temperature [73, 109]. Here As/III beam equivalent pressure ratio was kept constant

at a value of about six. The low emission wavelength of the sample grown at the highest growth

temperature of 462 °C is either due to lower N composition (N desorption from the growth front)

[105] or due to phase separation which could not be recovered by annealing [15, 107, 108].

Figure 2.9 shows the normalized N compositions of the QW samples grown at temperature

range from 335 °C to 462 °C and annealed for 2400 s. The two lowest growth temperatures are

omitted here because of their annealing behavior, which deviates from other samples,

assumedly due to decreased material quality. Figure 2.9 shows also two curves fitted to the

measurement data. The black solid line is the incorporation model by Pan et al.  [105] with

constant incorporation rate and thermally activated desorption rate, which is described by

Arrhenius exponential (Dexp(-Ed/kTg)), where D is desorption constant, Ed is activation energy

for desorption, k is Boltzmann constant and Tg is growth temperature. This model is not able to

describe increase of N composition with increasing growth temperature. For this reason we

modified the model to describe activated incorporation in addition to activated desorption. This

gave the following expression for N composition [N] in the crystal:

[ܰ] = ௫(ିாೌ  ்)Τ
ା௫(ିா  ்)Τ  , (2.6)

where Ea and Ed are activation energies for incorporation and desorption, respectively. A, C and

D are temperature independent constants, which can be related to growth conditions. When

Equation 2.6 is fitted to the N composition data of Figure 2.9 (green dashed line), activation

energy for incorporation, Ea, can be estimated to be 0.1 eV. Desorption activation energy of Ed

= 2.1 eV, as reported in reference [105], was used for the fitting procedure.
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Figure 2.9. Nitrogen composition of the QW samples deduced from simulation of QW PL peak
wavelengths of samples annealed for 2400 s. Composition is normalized to 1%. Solid line
shows fit of kinetic N incorporation model of Pan et al [105] and dashed green line shows the fit
according to the kinetic model developed here (Equation 2.6). The inset shows the PL peak
wavelengths of the samples annealed for 2400 s. [P4]

According to simulations, PL wavelength increase with increasing growth temperature

corresponds to N composition increase of 0.006%/°C for as-grown samples (Figure 2.7) and

0.002%/°C for annealed samples (Figure 2.9). Much larger value of as-grown samples can be

explained by growth temperature dependent short range ordering. The smaller value of annealed

samples is more related to actual change in composition. This was confirmed by comparing the

slope of annealed QW samples with that measured by x-ray diffraction for bulk

Ga0.921In0.79N0.03As0.97 samples. Compared to QW samples, x-ray diffraction characterization of

these bulk samples is easier because they have higher N composition and each include only a

single 500 nm GaInNAs layer. Dynamical XRD simulations were fitted to the measured XRD

rocking curves. This allowed extracting N compositions assuming indium composition of 0.079

as calibrated with an InGaAs sample before the growth of these bulk samples. Inset of Figure

2.10 shows the N composition increase with increasing temperature. The linear fit has a slope of

0.006 %/°C which corresponds to 0.002 %/°C when normalized to N composition of 1 %. Thus,

the increase of N incorporation rate in bulk samples corresponds to that of QW samples. The
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increase of compressive strain in bulk samples (Figure 2.10) could, in principle, be due to

increased indium composition, but this would however be in contradiction to observed redshift

of photoluminescence wavelength. Thus, we concluded that N composition of MBE-grown

dilute nitride GaInNAs increases with increasing growth temperature and that this increase can

be modeled as a thermally activated incorporation process with an activation energy of about

0.1 eV.
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Figure 2.10. XRD rocking curves for three 500nm Ga0.921In0.79N0.03As0.97 samples grown at
different temperatures. Inset shows change of N composition with growth temperature and
linear fit to the three data points. [P4]

Influence of As/III Beam Pressure Ratio on Nitrogen Nearest Neighbor2.4.3

Environments

Similar to the growth temperature, which was discussed in the previous chapter, As/III beam

equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio can be used to control N composition [73, 109] and annealing

properties of GaInNAs [19]. Growth temperature and As/III BEP ratio are also very much

dependent parameters. The lower the growth temperature, the higher the occupation probability
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of surface sites by As atoms, because desorption rate decreases towards low temperatures. It is

important to reduce As/III pressure ratio at low growth temperatures in order to maintain good

material quality and to limit the formation of As-related defects [73]. Decreasing As/III pressure

ratio also increases incorporation of N into GaInNAs [109]. Increased N incorporation at low

As/III BEP ratios can be understood by competition between As and N atoms at the growth

front; when As/III ratio is decreased there are more surface lattice sites available for N.

Similarly, increased growth temperature decreases occupation of surface sites by As atoms due

to desorption, thus leaving more sites available for N. This is one possible explanation for the

increase of N incorporation rate with increasing growth temperature, which was discussed in the

previous chapter and in publication [P4].

Similar to growth temperature, it is natural to study the effects of As/III pressure ratio on the

short range ordering of GaInNAs. For this we used a set of four QW samples with QWs grown

at different As/III BEP ratios of 3.8, 7.9, 10.0 and 12.1. Each sample contained three similar 6.5

nm Ga0.62In0.38As0.0995N0.005/GaAs QWs separated by 20 nm GaAs barriers. Quantum well

growth parameters other than As/III BEP ratio were kept constant from sample to sample. QWs

were grown at 455 °C (measured by thermocouple), and the nitrogen plasma source was

operated at 205 W of forward RF power and 0.2 sccm nitrogen flow. MBE growth did not

include separate annealing step, but GaAs on top of the QW group was grown at normal GaAs

growth temperature of 580 °C, which might have caused some unintentional annealing. Only

slight decrease in emission wavelength and slight increase in QW strain was detected by PL and

XRD measurements, respectively, which indicated a minor decrease in N content with

increasing As pressure.

The effect of As/III BEP ratio on the short range ordering was studied using contactless

electroreflectance (CER) measurements. The basic idea of CER is to evaluate the derivative of

the reflectivity spectrum with respect to modulating electric field. CER measurement involves

placing the sample inside a capacitor like system. Sample is glued conductively to bottom

electrode, whereas the upper electrode is separated from the sample surface by an air gap. Thus,

no net current conduction takes place in the sample. The top electrode is semitransparent for

measuring the reflectivity.  The electric field inside the capacitor is then modulated and the

fractional change in reflectivity is measured. The periodic modulation of the samples built-in

electric field produces sharp spectral features at energies corresponding to interband transitions.
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The derivative nature of this method makes it sensitive to transitions that are hardly if at all

detectable by CW reflectivity or PL measurements.[110, 111]

CER spectra for the QW samples grown at different As pressures are shown in Figure 2.11. The

spectrum of the sample grown at the lowest As/III BEP ratio of 3.8 shows clearly two

resonances (labeled S and M) close to the QW transition from the first electron level to the first

heavy-hole level (11H in the Figure 2.11). The resonances were separated by ~30 meV and

could not be related to any other QW transition than to 11H. The broader resonance M is strong

for samples grown with low As/III BEP ratio and can be attributed to different nitrogen NN

environments none of which was clearly dominating [112].
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Figure 2.11. CER spectra measured for the sample set with QWs grown at different As/III BEP
ratios. Other growth conditions were kept constant and nitrogen source setting corresponded to
205 W forward RF power and 0.2 sccm nitrogen gas flow. Arrows and notation ijH(L) show
calculated energies for optical transitions between ith heavy(light) hole and jth conduction
subband. [P2]

In the same measurement round we included also another sample set comprising 5 samples with

the same structure as in the first series and QWs grown at As/III BEP ratio of 7.9. In this set

nitrogen plasma settings were varied. All the samples of this series showed clear double
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resonance in their CER spectra, similar to sample of the first set grown at As/III = 3.8. We

quantified the degree of short-range ordering by measuring the relative intensities of resonances

S and M and by plotting S / (M+S) intensity ratio of samples grown with different parameters

(Figure 2.12). The intensities of the S and M peaks were determined from the fitted peaks as

described in [P2]. This figure shows well how intensity related to M peak increases with

decreasing As/III BEP ratio. Normal redshift of PL peak and CER resonances were observed

(not shown) with increasing RF power and with the related increase of N composition in the

crystal. Still the plasma parameters did not affect the S / (M+S) intensity ratio, i.e. the short

range ordering, considerably in the studied parameter interval.

Figure 2.12. Intensity ratio S/(M+S) of the narrow S and broad M resonances of the CER
spectra measured for the samples grown at different As/III BEP ratios and nitrogen plasma
settings. [P2]

In order to study further the origin of the double resonance, we conducted separate annealing

treatments on these samples, because annealing is a well-known method for changing the short

range ordering in GaInNAs (Chapter 2.3). Annealing was carried out at three different

temperatures (650, 750, and 850 °C) for 60 s and GaAs proximity capping was used to protect

the samples. Figure 2.13 shows the CER spectra for four of the samples after different

annealing treatments. In the QW samples grown at lower As/III BEP ratio, both M and S

resonances are observed in as-grown samples, and the M resonance disappears with annealing.
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This is in agreement with the hypothesis that the S resonance is due to the energetically most

favorable N-In3Ga1 nitrogen nearest neighborhood [78, 81] and the broad resonance

corresponds to nitrogen nearest neighborhoods with two or fewer surrounding In atoms.

Annealing treatments are known [81] to drive short range ordering towards In-rich nitrogen

nearest neighborhood configurations, which are energetically favorable in bulk crystal. Ga-rich

configurations are favorable at the growth front and exist also in the bulk crystal because

reconfiguration is kinetically limited. In addition to disappearance of the broad M resonance,

annealing induced also blueshift of the S resonance and PL peak. This can be attributed to

interdiffusion of atoms across the QW boundaries, which is stronger the higher the annealing

temperature [18]. Homogenization of NN environments towards N-In3Ga1 configuration is a

potential reason for narrowing of the CER resonance peaks with increasing annealing

temperature, while reduced number of defects and improved interface quality are also expected

to have an effect (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13. CER spectra for GaInNAs/GaAs QWs grown at different As/III pressures and
annealed. Spectrum (a) was measured for sample grown with nitrogen plasma source settings
of 275 W and 0.25sccm and spectra (b), (c) and (d) for samples grown with 205W and 0.2 sccm
flow. [P2]
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To conclude, also As/III BEP ratio clearly affects the short range ordering of nitrogen nearest

neighborhoods. The M resonance of CER spectra, which corresponds to nitrogen nearest

neighborhoods of N-InmGa4-m with m � 2, is clearly observed in the samples grown at lower

As/III BEP ratios of 3.8 and 7.9. High As/III BEP ratio promoted formation of In-rich nitrogen

nearest neighborhood, which is stable and energetically favorable form in the bulk crystal.

These results suggest that effectiveness of formation of As-In and As-Ga bonds depends on the

As/III BEP ratio or that high As/III BEP ratio enhances formation of As-related defects, which

promote reorganization of the crystal towards favorable N-In3Ga1 configuration.

This finding as well as those related to growth temperature (chapter 2.4.2) and plasma source

calibration (chapter 2.4.1) are important for the fundamental understanding of the mechanisms

of PA-MBE growth of GaInNAs(Sb) and for the everyday work in the laboratory where the

relation of growth parameters to crystal properties should be known for finding optimal growth

conditions.
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3 Dilute Nitride Semiconductor Disk Lasers

Chapter 3

Dilute Nitride Semiconductor Disk

Lasers
It is difficult to achieve high output powers with symmetric and high quality beams by using

traditional semiconductor lasers. Edge-emitting lasers (EELs) have limited performance in

terms of beam profile and vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) in terms of output

power. To overcome these limitations Kuznetsov et al. developed a new type of optically

pumped semiconductor laser known as a vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting laser

(VECSEL) [2, 3], which was later named a semiconductor disk laser (SDL) to emphasize its

similarity to thin-disk solid-state lasers [6]. Groundwork for Kuznetsov was laid by several

groups [113-118]. As compared with VCSELs, the most apparent difference is that in SDLs the

top mirror is separated and located away from the so called gain mirror which consists of the

gain region and integrated bottom mirror. This configuration allows scaling up the mode size on

the gain mirror and, together with optical pumping, an increase in output power without

sacrificing the high beam quality. Using this approach, Kuznetsov et al. could generate high

output power in circular, high-quality output beam directly from a semiconductor laser.

Furthermore, the SDL geometry (Figure 1.1 (c)), enables introduction of optical elements into

the free-space cavity where the optical intensity is the highest. The cavity may include, for

example, nonlinear crystals for frequency conversion [119, 120], semiconductor saturable

absorber mirrors (SESAMs) for ultra-short pulse generation [121], and filters for wavelength

tuning [122] and single frequency operation [5]. In addition to optically pumped SDLs,

electrically driven SDLs have been developed. Such a device has produced a relatively high

power of 0.5 W with high beam quality [123]. Electrical pumping, however, gives rise to
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problems related to doped DBR mirrors and current spreading, which makes uniform pumping

of the gain material and, thus, increasing the output power difficult. On the other hand,

electrically pumped SDLs are compact and can operate regardless of the availability of suitable

pump lasers. In this thesis, only optically pumped SDLs were studied.

The increased interest in developing SDLs has been motivated partly by their ability to produce

high-power, high beam quality visible laser radiation by efficient intra-cavity frequency

doubling. Blue and green frequency doubled SDLs were demonstrated first [21, 22] as the

fabrication of high quality GaAs-based AlAs/GaAs DBRs and GaInAs/GaAs QW gain

materials for 940–1060 nm wavelengths is mature semiconductor technology. On the other

hand, the development of yellow and red frequency doubled SDLs has been challenging due to

lack of good semiconductor gain materials emitting at 1150–1240 nm spectral range and

compatible with high quality GaAs-based DBRs. At best, SDLs based on GaInAs QWs have

been able to reach 1180 nm fundamental wavelength [23, 24], which corresponds to yellow

(590 nm) when frequency doubled [124, 125]. Further increase in emission wavelength using

this material system is increasingly difficult due to large lattice mismatch between the QWs and

the GaAs substrate. The high lattice strain may be detrimental to the lifetime of a device

incorporating such QWs [126, 127].

As discussed in Chapter 2, the compressive strain of GaInAs on GaAs can be compensated by

N incorporation which simultaneously decreases the band gap and thus enables emission at

wavelengths up to 1.55 µm. Dilute nitride GaInNAs/GaAs QWs were initially developed due to

their advantages over InP-based heterostructures used in laser diodes, which dominate the

markets of 1.3 and 1.55 µm telecommunication lasers. Compared with InP-based lasers,

GaInNAs lasers are expected to exhibit improved temperature stability due to better electron

confinement, they use low-cost GaAs substrates, and they can utilize high-performance

monolithic AlAs/GaAs DBR mirrors enabling vertical device geometry.  [7, 8, 128] The

possibility of growing long wavelength GaInNAs QWs monolithically on AlAs/GaAs DBRs

has quickly led to demonstration and development of many vertical cavity devices such as

VCSELs [129], vertical cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers (VCSOAs) [130], SESAMs

[131] and also SDLs [132]. However, N incorporation can lead to deterioration in materials

optical quality and device performance as discussed in chapter 2. Careful optimization of

growth parameters, special growth techniques and post growth annealing are required to obtain

device quality dilute nitrides, even more so at the longest wavelengths of 1.55 ȝm [12, 19, 73,
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77]. At the 1.2 ȝm wavelength range both the N concentration and the lattice strain of the QWs

can be kept at relatively low levels, and thus GaInNAs is a major candidate for a gain material

of lasers at these wavelengths [133-136]. Together with frequency doubled SDL technology,

this gain material system enables fabrication of high-power and high beam quality lasers

emitting at yellow (fundamental wavelength of ~1180nm)  [29] and red wavelengths

(fundamental wavelength of ~1220 nm) [30]. This chapter covers fabrication and

characterization of 1180 nm [P3], 1220nm [P1] and 1550 nm [P5] GaInNAs(Sb)/GaAs SDLs.

The main motivation for developing 1180 nm gain mirrors was to provide sources for creating

laser guide stars for adaptive optics calibration in earth-based telescopes. In this application, the

yellow SDL would be used to excite sodium (whose D2 absorption line corresponds to a

wavelength of 589.2 nm), which is naturally present in atmosphere at an altitude of 90 km. Re-

emitted light from sodium atoms would then generate an artificial calibration star in the sky

allowing adaptive optics system to compensate for atmospheric turbulence.  [33, 34] Also

LIDAR systems taking advantage of Na D2 absorption have been developed [137]. Furthermore,

yellow lasers can be used to benefit stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [35].

Important applications of yellow SDLs are found also in eye surgery [36], flow cytometry [37]

and treatment of vascular lesions (port wine stains) [38]. A yellow (578 nm) frequency-stable

narrow-linewidth SDL could be an enabling technology for Yb-based optical lattice clocks,

which are a candidate for future time standards [138].

Red SDL with high output power could be used in RGB laser projectors [39, 40]. Watt level red

lasers are needed also in photodynamic therapy [41, 42]. Both the yellow and red SDLs would

also find a wide variety of applications in the field of spectroscopy. 1.2 µm SDLs find potential

applications for example in optical coherence tomography (OCT)  [139] and as pump sources

for Raman amplifiers [136] and thulium doped tellurite glass lasers [140].

While the telecom band around 1550 nm is covered also by Er-doped fibre lasers [141, 142],

SDLs could still bring certain advantages to this wavelength band. For example, SDLs can be

readily mode locked to give high repetition rates [121, 143, 144], which is important for

communication applications. Longitudinally single-mode 1550 nm SDLs could be used in laser

communications, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), spectroscopy, sensing, and as seed

lasers for high power amplified systems [43]. A potential application for 1550 nm SDLs with

low noise can be found in microwave radio antenna systems [44]. When frequency doubled to
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700 – 800 nm, these lasers could provide an alternative to bulky Ti:sapphire lasers, or to GaAs-

based diode lasers in applications where high beam quality is required [45]. SDLs at slightly

shorter wavelengths around 1480 nm could find application as pump sources of Raman

amplifiers [46].

In addition to dilute nitride GaInNAs(Sb) QWs, there are other SDL gain material systems

capable of producing 1.18–1.23 µm or 1.55 µm laser radiation. Also SDLs emitting directly at

red wavelengths have been demonstrated. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, highly

strained GaInAs/GaAs QWs have been used to demonstrate SDLs with wavelengths up to 1180

nm corresponding to yellow frequency doubled light [24, 124], but further increase in

wavelength using these QWs is increasingly difficult. SDLs based on GaAsSb/GaAs QWs have

been demonstrated at 1.18–1.22 µm and frequency doubled to yellow and red. GaAsSb QWs,

however, suffer from low electron confinement, which makes them temperature sensitive and

less promising for high power applications.  [145, 146] SDLs based on GaInAs/GaAs quantum

dots (QDs) are interesting because they show low lasing threshold, good temperature stability

and large tuning range. The small gain of QD layers has been somewhat an obstacle to

producing watt-level powers by QD SDLs [147], but recently multi-watt output powers have

been measured from 1.18 µm SDLs based on 39 layers of GaInAs QDs [148-150]. The upper

wavelength limit of quantum dot SDLs is around 1.3 µm based on the current reports [151]. As

discussed above, one of the main drawbacks of InP-based gain materials is the lack of good

lattice-matched DBR materials. InP-based DBRs do not provide sufficient heat removal for

high power flip-chip SDLs and are difficult to fabricate because of high number of layer pairs

required due to low refractive index contrast. However, a few reports on 1.55 ȝm InP-based

SDLs can be found in the literature [5, 152]. In addition, different ways to circumvent the DBR

problem of InP-based SDLs have been developed. Maybe the most promising approach is wafer

fusion technology. It has led to the demonstration of SDLs at 1.55, 1.3, and 1.2 ȝm with

AlAs/GaAs DBRs and InP-based gain regions [153-155]. Still, the complex fabrication process

including two epitaxial growth runs and the wafer fusion makes this technique less favorable.

SDLs based on a GaInP/AlGaInP/GaAs material system are capable of producing direct red

emission [26]. This material system is limited to wavelengths longer than 630 nm by the lack of

good QW barrier materials and, thus complements frequency doubled GaInNAs technology on

the long wavelength side. The advantages and disadvantages of SDL gain materials having
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potential for operation at yellow–red wavelengths, 1.18–1.24 µm or 1.55 µm are summarized in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Potential gain material systems for SDLs operating at yellow–red wavelengths,
1.18–1.24 µm or 1.55 µm.

Material
system Advantages Disadvantages

Material systems for direct yellow–red SDLs

GaInP/GaAs
[26]

ω Red wavelengths at ȜSDL > 630 nm
feasible

ω AlAs/GaAs DBRs

ω Slightly too long wavelength
for many applications

ω Lack of pump laser diodes
Material systems for 1.18 µm and 1.22 µm SDLs

GaInAs/GaAs
[24, 124]

ω Mature growth technology
ω High gain
ω Good power scalability
ω Low threshold
ω AlAs/GaAs DBRs

ω ȜSDL < 1.2 µm
ω Quality of highly strained

QWs degrades at long
wavelengths

GaAsSb/GaAs
[145, 146]

ω ȜSDL=1.18–1.22 µm feasible
ω AlAs/GaAs DBRs

ω Poor electron confinement
ω Poor output power
ω Poor high temperature

operation
ω Highly strained QWs

(Ga)InAs
QDs/GaAs
[148-151]

ω ȜSDL=1.18–1.22 ȝm feasible
ω Broad QD gain spectrum
ω High temperature stability of laser

characteristics
ω AlAs/GaAs DBRs

ω High number of QD layers
required due to small gain of
a single layer

Material systems for 1.3–1.55 µm SDLs

AlGaInAs/InP or
GaInAsP/InP

[5, 152]

ω Mature growth technology
ω Mature telecom laser technology
ω ȜSDL = 1.3–1.55 ȝm feasible

ω Poor characteristics of InP-
based DBRs

ω Potentially poor operation at
shorter, ~1.2 ȝm
wavelengths

InP-based gain
region + hybrid

metal–
metamorphic

AlAs/GaAs mirror
[156]

ω Single round of epitaxy

ω Metamorphic
ω Only low power

demonstrated

AlGaInAs/InP
wafer fused

with AlAs/GaAs
DBR

[153-155]

ω Mature growth technology of both
the InP-based active region and
GaAs-based DBR

ω ȜSDL = 1.2–1.55 ȝm feasible

ω Complicated gain mirror
fabrication

ω Potentially poor operation at
shorter, ~1.2 ȝm
wavelengths
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Basics of Semiconductor Disk Lasers3.1

Optical Pumping and External Cavity3.1.1

Semiconductor disk lasers combine the advantages of diode-pumped solid-state lasers and

semiconductor gain medium. As such, SDLs are an extension of the thin-disk diode pumped

solid-state laser (DPSSL) technology [6]. Together with external cavity, optical pumping allows

scaling up the pumped mode size in the active region and thus efficient power scaling. The

external cavity with high intra-cavity circulating power makes SDLs also very suitable for intra-

cavity frequency doubling. [3]

In a simple form, an SDL consists of a gain mirror, one or more external mirrors and a pump

laser. The gain mirror comprises a QW or QD gain section for providing the gain and a DBR

mirror acting as one of the cavity end mirrors. External mirrors are used to define the optical

cavity. At least one of these mirrors is used as an output coupler and is only partially reflective.

The main function of the external cavity in SDLs is to define the TEM00 that has an optimum

spatial overlap with the pumped volume of the gain medium [3, 157]. The pumped area on the

gain mirror acts as a gain aperture decreasing the gain of higher order cavity modes, which in

optimized case lie largely outside the pumped region. Too large pump spot as compared to

cavity mode size leads to amplification of higher order cavity modes, and too small pump spot

size reduces the laser efficiency due to losses in the unpumped regions [158]. This transverse

overlap is described by transverse confinement factor Ƚt. Excellent beam quality (beam quality

factor M2 close to 1) with only few percent penalty in output power could be achieved [158] by

setting mode diameter 10 % larger than pump spot diameter.

The gain mirror is usually pumped with a diode laser. The pump laser beam is typically incident

on the gain mirror at a convenient angle and focused into a spot having a diameter in the range

of 50–900 ȝm. The pump light is absorbed in the semiconductor providing the excited carriers

required for population inversion. The choice of pump wavelength depends on the

semiconductor design as wells as on the availability of suitable pump lasers. Naturally, pump

lasers whose wavelength is short enough to stimulate interband absorption should be used.

Suitable cost-effective pump laser diodes with high-power and sufficient beam quality are most
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readily available at the wavelengths of 808 nm (corresponding to AlGaAs/GaAs material

system) and 980 nm (InGaAs/GaAs).

The most common SDL semiconductor design is such that the whole active region, including

the QWs and the barrier layers between them, absorbs the pump light (for a schematic layer

structure, see Figure 3.1). Because the thickness of barrier layers and thus the net absorption in

them is an order of magnitude higher as compared to the QWs, this pumping scheme is often

called barrier pumping. The high absorption coefficient of GaAs-based semiconductors allows

efficient use of the pump energy. For example taking the GaAs absorption coefficient to be

13900 cm-1 [159] it can be calculated that about 89 % of pump power is absorbed into 1.45 ȝm

thick semiconductor (the active region thickness of the 1.18 µm SDL introduced later in the

thesis) in a single pass.  This simplistic calculation demonstrates clear advantages of using

semiconductor gain materials. In contrast to thin-disk DPSSLs, no pump light circulation optics

is required to compensate for the low single pass absorption. In addition, the small thickness of

the active region requires matching of the cavity mode and pumped volume effectively only at a

single plane because divergence in the thin active region is negligible. This alleviates the

requirements on the focus depth and beam quality of the pump sources. In addition, the wide

interband absorption bandwidth of semiconductors alleviates the spectral linewidth

requirements for the pump sources.

The main problem of barrier pumping is that the laser emission wavelength is much longer than

the pump wavelength. This is described by a quantity known as quantum defect and defined as

the difference in pump photon and emitted photon energies. Each electron excited by a pump

photon gives up an energy corresponding to the quantum defect as phonons, i.e. as heat, when it

decays to occupy the QW ground state. The higher the quantum defect, the more energy is lost

as waste heat in the semiconductor. A high quantum defect decreases the laser efficiency and

requires efficient cooling mechanisms. Device heating is still a main obstacle to power scaling

SDLs. This issue can sometimes be alleviated by using so-called in-well pumping scheme in

which the barrier layer band gap is higher than the pump photon energy and the pump light is

absorbed only in the QWs [6, 160-163]. However, the small thickness of the QWs gives a

relatively low absorption of the pump light in a single pass.

In both the barrier and in-well pumping schemes, the amount of pump light reflected from the

gain mirror surface, and thus wasted, is usually reduced by depositing an anti-reflection (AR)
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coating on the gain mirror surface. This can affect also reflectivity at the signal wavelength and

resonance properties of the semiconductor gain mirror.  [164]

SDLs are low gain devices due to the small total thickness of the QWs. This introduces

stringent requirements for the cavity; the parasitic cavity losses should be minimized, and the

total cavity losses should be dominated by the output extraction [157]. Increasing the

transmission of the coupler, however, has two competing effects on the output: The output

power tends to increase due to higher extraction of photons from the cavity, and simultaneously

to decrease due to increased cavity losses or, in other words, decreased number of cavity

photons. For SDLs, a low output coupler transmission of TOC = 1–10 % is usually found to give

the optimum efficiency. The higher the TOC, the smaller is the effect of parasitic losses.

However, a high TOC also results in high threshold pump power and carrier density, and thus in

higher rate of nonradiative recombination rate [158].

Structure of Semiconductor Gain Mirror3.1.2

The active component in SDLs is a semiconductor chip that both provides the gain and acts as a

cavity end mirror. Hence it is often called a gain or an active mirror. Figure 3.1 shows a

schematic band gap profile of a typical semiconductor gain mirror.

The distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) at the bottom of the gain mirror acts as one of the

mirrors defining the laser cavity. A few layer pairs of the DBR are shown schematically in

Figure 3.1. Most often it consists of layers with an optical thickness corresponding to a quarter

of the signal wavelength (ȜSDL/4) and with adjacent layers having alternating high and low

refractive indices (nH and nL, respectively).

In SDLs, a very low-loss cavity is required due to low single pass gain. For this reason, DBR

should have a reflectivity above 99 %. This requires both high index contrast between nH and nL

and high number of layers. A 29.5-pair AlAs/GaAs DBR gives a reflectivity of 99.97 % and a

stop-band width of ǻȜ99% = 102 nm at ȜSDL = 1.22 ȝm. In addition to decreased reflectivity,

deviation from the design wavelength, ȜSDL, introduces a phase shift in the light reflected from

the DBR. In order to maximize the reflectivity and the tolerance for growth errors, devices are

usually designed to operate at the wavelength corresponding to stop band center [165].
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Figure 3.1. A schematic band gap diagram of an SDL gain mirror (left axis) and optical field
intensity in it (right axis). This layer design was used for 1.18 µm gain mirror (wafer ID
AsN2897) and 1.22 µm gain mirror A (AsN2527) reported later in this thesis. Semiconductor–
air interface is located at zero on the horizontal axis. Semiconductor band gap is formed
between conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM). Absorption
takes place in the barriers and QWs (barrier pumping) and emission in the QWs. Below the
gain region, a DBR acts as a cavity end mirror.

Above the DBR lies an active region for providing the gain. The single-pass gain of a vertical

cavity QW device is very small because the interaction of laser mode and gain is limited to the

thin QW planes. The small gain is usually compensated by using a high number of QWs and by

maximizing their coupling with the laser mode. The latter is achieved by placing the QWs

periodically at the antinodes of the optical standing wave formed in the semiconductor

microcavity. The microcavity is defined by the DBR and the semiconductor top surface. This

periodic gain scheme is called resonant periodic gain (RPG) [166, 167].  To place the QWs at

the field anti-nodes, they should be separated by layers whose optical thickness corresponds to a
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multiple of ȜSDL/2. The longitudinal confinement factor, which describes spatial overlap

between the QWs and the laser mode, is defined as

dzE

dzE

cavity

QWs
l

≥

≥
)

2

2

(3.1)

where E is the electric field amplitude of the laser mode. The integral in the numerator is taken

over QWs, and the one in denominator over the semiconductor microcavity. If the maxima of

the E2 overlap spatially with the QWs, Ƚl is increased. For a homogenous gain material Ƚl equals

a so called fill factor which is defined as a ratio of active material thickness to the total

thickness of microcavity, dactive / Lcavity. In other words, enhancement due to RPG as compared

to homogenous gain material is given as Ȟோீ ൌ Ȟ (݀௧௩ ௩௧௬Τܮ )�Τ  which approaches a value

of 2 as the fill factor approaches zero.  [163, 166, 167] The )l and modal gain can be enhanced

also by grouping several QWs at each anti-node.

In addition to RPG gain, Ƚl is also affected by the total thickness of the cavity. This is described

by a quantity Ƚcav, with the longitudinal confinement factor then given as a product of

confinement factors due to RPG and semiconductor cavity, i.e. Ȟ ൌ Ȟ௩Ȟோீ(݀௧௩ ௩௧௬Τܮ ).

Microcavity can be either resonant or antiresonant with the signal radiation. These extreme

cases correspond to optical microcavity thickness of even and odd multiples of ȜSDL/4,

respectively. In a resonant structure optical field intensity inside the microcavity is enhanced.

Typically, intrinsic material gain can be enhanced by a factor of Ȟ = 7  by using a resonant

microcavity together with RPG.  [163] In Figure 3.1, resonant microcavity with RPG is formed

between the DBR and semiconductor-air interface. In an anti-resonant case, the optical field

intensity inside the semiconductor is reduced thus reducing Ƚcav and the modal gain [157].

Both the resonant and antiresonant SDLs have their own advantages and disadvantages. The

resonant cavity with RPG gives a narrow gain spectrum with higher sensitivity to variations in

either wavelength or semiconductor thickness. For maximum gain, both the spatial separation of

QWs and microcavity thickness should equal a multiple of half a wavelength. Deviation from

this match decreases ȽRPG, Ƚcav, or both at the design wavelength. Moreover, it should be noted

that for maximum modal gain, the intrinsic QW gain spectrum maximum should match the
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narrow spectrum of Ƚl. This can be somewhat a problem in high-power SDLs because the two

spectra redshift at different rates with increasing temperature. In general, the narrow Ƚl

spectrum has the disadvantages of increasing the temperature sensitivity of the device and

decreasing the gain bandwidth for wavelength tuning and mode locking. In resonant structures

an antinode of the optical field is always positioned at the semiconductor surface, which might

enhance optical losses. On the other hand, the high peak gain of resonant structures is more

tolerant of losses, for example those introduced by intra-cavity elements such as frequency

doubling crystals. Despite the lower peak gain, antiresonant structures have wide bandwidth of

Ƚl, which results in wide gain spectrum useful for mode-locked or tunable lasers. Also the

match between intrinsic QW gain and Ƚl spectra is more readily achieved in this case, which

results in increased temperature stability. [157]

The topmost layer of the gain mirror is usually a so-called window or cladding layer. This layer

creates an energy barrier for the excited carriers in the active region and prevents them from

diffusing to the semiconductor surface where they could recombine nonradiatively. The window

layer band gap is chosen large enough to be transparent for both the signal and pump radiation.

One of the main problems in reaching new wavelength regions with the SDL technology is the

lack of suitable gain materials compatible with high quality DBRs and substrates. Often this

combination is prevented by the lattice mismatch between the otherwise preferable materials.

As discussed, the lattice mismatch of GaInAs/GaAs can be alleviated by incorporating N into

the QWs for reaching wavelengths above 1100 nm. Still a substantial net strain can accumulate

in MQW structures, as a low N concentration is usually preferred to ensure high emission

efficiency. In order to keep the MQW active regions structurally stable, strain compensation is

often used. This means incorporating layers with an opposite sign of mismatch, as compared to

QWs, into the structure. In the GaInAs/GaAs system tensile GaAsP strain compensation layers

are widely used [168]. In the GaInNAs/GaAs system tensile GaNAs has been a natural choice

and is used also in this thesis. In addition to strain compensation, GaNAs layers provide an

additional redshift of the emission wavelength as they are usually placed next to QWs where

they decrease energy barrier of the QWs [90-92]. On the downside GaNAs layers are thought to

increase the temperature sensitivity and non-radiative recombination of the device [65, 169].

The structural stability of MQW structures can be studied theoretically [170] and by

experimental methods such as x-ray diffraction [77, 168]. In a fully strain compensated  gain

region, where the  barrier strain exactly balances the QW strain, virtually infinite number of
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layers can be grown pseudomorphically as long as no single layer exceeds its critical thickness.

However in most cases partial strain compensation is sufficient for ensuring structural stability

[168, 170]. Whereas strain compensating layers reduce the net strain of the structure, they do

the opposite at the layer interfaces where two layers with opposite strains are in contact. In

order to avoid high interfacial strain and the related deterioration of optical properties, so called

strain mediating layers with intermediate value of strain can be used between the QW and the

oppositely strained barrier. A thin GaInNAs layer with moderate compressive strain and placed

between GaInNAs QW and GaNAs strain compensating layer has been found to improve both

the structural and optical properties of the QW system [92].

Thermal Management and Power Scaling3.1.3

Power scaling [171] is one of the main advantages of SDL technology as compared to laser

diodes. Assuming efficient one-dimensional heat extraction from the gain mirror surface or

bottom, power scaling of SDLs can be achieved by increasing the pump and laser mode area on

the gain mirror in proportion to pump and output power. Thus, the intensities of pump and

signal light as well as the gain mirror temperature can be kept virtually constant with increasing

power.

Mainly two device configurations are used to ensure efficient heat extraction from the gain

mirror. These are intra-cavity heat spreader and thin-device, also known as flip-chip,

configurations (Figure 3.2). Both target in minimizing the heat conduction through the

relatively thick substrate by either forming an alternative heat conduction path (intra-cavity heat

spreader) or by removing the substrate (thin-device).

A gain mirror for intra-cavity heat spreader SDL is typically grown starting from the DBR on

the substrate and followed by the active region and the window layer. A heat spreader

transparent for both the pump and signal radiation is then attached to a gain mirror chip by

capillary bonding. Typically for SDLs emitting around 1 ȝm as well as in this thesis, diamond is

chosen as the heat spreader material [172]. It shows both excellent thermal conductivity and

transmittance of pump and signal radiation. The heat spreader-gain mirror combination is

attached to a copper mount using indium foil to ensure good thermal contact. The copper mount

can be cooled either thermoelectrically (TEC) or by circulating water. Heat spreader approach
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can be refined into microchip SDL by depositing a mirror coating on the heat spreader, which

then forms the external cavity [173, 174].

A gain mirror for a thin-device SDL is grown in reverse order. Growth is started with an etch-

stop layer which often acts also as a window layer. The growth of etch-stop layer is followed by

the growth of active region and DBR. The as-grown wafer surface, i.e. the DBR side, is then

metallized and most of the substrate on the other side is removed. Then the thinned wafer is cut

into chips whose metallized DBR side is soldered onto heat sinks or heat spreaders. The rest of

the substrate is removed by etching which reveals the etch-stop layer, i.e. the gain mirror

surface. [3]

Figure 3.2. Schematic representations of (a) an intra-cavity heat spreader SDL and (b) a thin-
device, also known as flip-chip, SDL. In the former heat is extracted from semiconductor
surface through a heat spreader located inside the laser cavity. In the latter substrate is
removed and heat is extracted through the DBR.

Neither of the thermal management concepts are fully capable of keeping the gain mirror

temperature constant with increasing pump power, even though pump intensity would be kept

constant. Thus the heat extraction limits the power scaling of SDLs. Whereas the thermal

resistance for heat extraction should present � �21 areaspotpump  dependency for true power

scaling, real devices show dependency in the range of � �11 areaspotpump –

� � 7.11 areaspotpump . [4, 172] The thin device approach is best suited for SDLs emitting

around 1 ȝm which can use binary AlAs/GaAs DBRs with relatively high thermal conductivity.

The limits of this approach are met with other material systems or at longer wavelengths where
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DBR conductivities are lower and thicker layers are required, especially so with long-

wavelength InP- and GaSb-based devices [5, 175-177]. The heat spreader does not require heat

flow through the DBR and is thus more generic with respect to wavelength range and material

system used [177]. Intra-cavity heat spreader approach has been utilized for demonstrating an

1180 nm SDL with an output power of 50 W [24], while the thin-device approach was used for

a 1028 nm SDL achieving so far the highest SDL output power of 106 W [178]. Both of these

SDLs were based on InGaAs/GaAs gain mirrors. In order to overcome limitations regarding the

inadequate heat extraction with increasing spot size, SDLs with multiple gain mirrors have been

manufactured [179-181]. Output powers of these devices were reported to scale linearly with

increasing number of gain elements. A three gain mirror device described in reference [181]

could produce over 50 W of output power both at infrared and at frequency doubled green

wavelength of 532 nm.

Maybe the most noticeable difference between the two types of SDLs is found in spectral

characteristics. Whereas thin-device SDL in its simplest form is free from intra-cavity

components, the intra-cavity heat spreader forms an etalon inside the cavity and modifies modal

gain and output spectra of the device. The spectra are modulated with a period given by the free

spectral range of the Fabry-Pérot etalon. This kind of feature in the output spectrum is undesired

if for example modelocked or continuously tunable laser is targeted. Heat spreader introduces

also refractive index adaptation between semiconductor and air

mirrorgainspreaderheatair nnn  thus broadening the spectrum [172]. Advantage can also be

taken from the etalon effect if the free spectral range of the etalon is increased above the natural

linewidth of the laser emission by decreasing the heat spreader thickness. In this way the laser

can be forced to operate with narrow linewidth [5] but at the expense of lower thermal

conductivity. Wedged and AR coated heat spreaders are often used to recover continuous gain

and emission spectra. The possible birefringence of the intra-cavity heat spreaders should be

taken into account when polarization sensitive elements, such as frequency doubling crystals,

are used with this type of SDLs [182].

Temperature increase should be accounted for already in the design phase of the gain mirror.

Otherwise the temperature induced wavelength offset between the QW gain spectrum and the

spectrum of gain enhancing Ƚl becomes a main limiting factor for maximum output power and

efficiency at elevated temperatures. Other limiting factors are increased rate of nonradiative
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recombination, spontaneous emission, and carrier leakage out from the QWs. The offset

between peak wavelengths of QW gain and Ƚl at increased temperatures is inevitable because,

although they both redshift with increasing temperature, the shift rate is much higher for the

QW gain than for Ƚl. Typical redshift rate is about 0.4 nm/K for the QW gain and 0.1 nm/K for

the Ƚl [135, 175, 183, 184] [P3]. The different shift rates are usually taken into account in the

gain mirror design by detuning the room-temperature QW photoluminescence peak about 30-40

nm and the resonance wavelength of the microcavity about 5 nm shorter than the designed

operation wavelength. This detuning has the advantage of postponing thermal roll-over by

increasing the modal gain at high-power operation where the gain mirror temperature is high.

On the downside, the threshold pump power is increased due to lower gain at low pumping

levels and temperature, which results in increased carrier density and losses. Thus the detuning

is a matter of optimization.

1.18 µm Semiconductor Disk Lasers3.2

This 1.18 µm semiconductor disk laser [P3] was developed for frequency doubling to yellow

spectral region around 590 nm. As discussed in the beginning of Chapter 3, this spectral region

is relevant for laser guide star applications (Na D2 line is at 589 nm) and various applications in

medicine and life sciences.

Gain Mirror Design and Fabrication3.2.1

The gain mirror (wafer ID AsN2897) for 1180 nm SDL comprised five pairs of 7 nm GaInNAs

QWs and a 25.5-pair AlAs/GaAs DBR, as shown in Figure 3.1. Strain-compensating GaNAs

layers surrounded and separated the QWs in the QW pairs. The GaInNAs and GaNAs layers

were grown at low growth temperature of 460 °C as measured by thermocouple located

between the substrate and the heater element behind the substrate. Low growth temperature is

important for kinetically limiting phase separation as well as the strain relaxation of the highly

compressive QWs [15, 23, 185, 186]. After the growth, the wafer was in-situ annealed in the

manipulator at 680 °C (as measured by a pyrometer) and under As pressure for 7 min.

Annealing (see Chapter 2.3) is important for improving the material quality of GaInNAs and

was carried out for all laser structures reported in this thesis.
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Figure 3.3 shows room temperature reflectivity and photoluminescence spectra of the as-grown

gain mirror and their evolution with increasing temperature. The detuning between intrinsic

QW PL peak wavelength (1146 nm as measured from a separate calibration sample) and the

designed operation wavelength was 34 nm at room temperature. The gain mirror PL was

affected by the resonant semiconductor structure, as revealed by the narrower linewidth and

increased wavelength (1170 nm) as compared with the calibration sample. It shifted with

temperature at a rate of 0.3 nm/K while the reflectivity stop-band redshifted at a rate of 0.06

nm/K. Thus, the detuning between QW absorption edge and the resonance wavelength was

decreased with increasing temperature as shown by the increased resonance enhanced

absorption dip in the stop-band. The gain mirror PL intensity, however, decreased with

increasing temperature regardless of the improving resonance, probably due to increased rate of

nonradiative recombination. The PL peak and absorption dip wavelengths reached 1182 nm at

85 °C, which corresponds to lasing wavelength with 5 W output power (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.3. Left: PL and reflectance spectrum measured from as-grown gain mirror surface.
PL measured from a separate QW calibration sample shows the QW emission without the effect
of gain mirror microcavity. Right: Change of reflectance and PL spectra with increasing
temperature. Setup did not allow temperatures above 85 °C.

Laser Characterization3.2.2

The output power characteristics for a V-cavity SDL with wedged AR coated diamond heat

spreader are shown in Figure 3.4. [187] Laser showed a high output power of about 7 W at the

mount temperature of 15 °C. The slope efficiency was 28 % as determined between the

threshold pump power of 5 W and a pump power of 20 W. When the mount temperature was

decreased to 5 °C, the threshold decreased to 4.4 W and the slope efficiency increased to 30 %.

Pump and output powers were limited by the cooling capacity of TEC heat sink. The spectrum
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was quite well centered at the target wavelength at high power operation (Figure 3.4). Redshift

with increasing temperature took place at a rate of approximately 0.3 nm/K similar to PL

measurements.
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Figure 3.4. Left: Power conversion characteristics of the 1.18 ȝm SDL with mount
temperatures set to 5 and 15 °C. Output power was limited by the cooling capacity of the TEC
heat sink. Inset: Output spectra measured at the two temperatures and at output power of 5.0 W.
Right: Tuning characteristics of the 1.18 ȝm SDL at pump power of 21 W and mount
temperature of 5 °C. Output power at different wavelengths as controlled by the intra-cavity
birefringent filter. Inset shows the output spectrum tuned to 1178 nm.

The tuning range of this laser was studied by placing a 3 mm quartz birefringent filter between

the folding mirror and the output coupler. The tuning range, with over 2 W of output power,

was 34 nm centered at 1180 nm. Figure 3.4 shows the output powers with respect to

wavelengths selected by the filter. The Figure inset shows a spectrum tuned to 1178 nm. The

spectrum still consisted of multiple Fabry-Pérot modes of the output coupler. Beam quality

factors M2 = 1.58 and 1.12 (in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively) were

measured for this laser with 5 W output power and emission tuned to 1178 nm.

Because the TEC cooling limited the output power in the first laser, the power scaling with the

1.18 ȝm gain mirror was characterized more thoroughly in a slightly different V-cavity, and

with a water-cooled microchannel mount. [P3]

The first factor investigated was the output coupler transmission. The power conversion

characteristics corresponding to different output couplers are shown in Figure 3.5. For these

measurements, a pump spot with a diameter of DSPOT = 320 ȝm and cooling water temperature

of 16 °C were used. No lasing was achieved with the output coupler having the highest

transmission of TOC = 8%.  As expected, the slope efficiency increased with increasing output
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coupling as the parasitic cavity losses played less pronounced role in the total cavity losses

[158]. However, roll-over was reached at smaller pump powers for the highest output coupling

ratios. Possible explanation for this is the higher gain required to match the increased output

coupling ratio, which means higher carrier concentration and, thus, higher rate of non-radiative

recombination. Ultimately, the 1.5% output coupler resulted in the highest output power of 7.5

W at a pump power of 41.1 W. The maximum slope efficiency with 3.0% output coupling ratio

was about 27%.
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Figure 3.5. Output characteristics of the 1.18 ȝm SDL with cooling water temperature set to 16
°C and pump spot diameter of DSPOT = 320 ȝm. Slope efficiency was determined from linear fits
in the range between threshold and a pump power of 20 W.

In order to further increase the output power, cooling water temperature was set to 1 °C. This

was expected to alleviate deterioration of slope efficiency at high pump powers due to non-

radiative recombination. Accordingly, the slope efficiency increased, especially with higher

output coupling, and roll-over was shifted to higher pump powers. Maximum output power of

over 9 W was achieved with 1.5 % output coupler as shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Output characteristics of the 1.18 ȝm SDL with cooling water temperature set to 1
°C. Pump spot diameter was DSPOT = 320 ȝm. Slope efficiency was determined from linear fits
in the range between threshold and a pump power of 20 W.

Next, different pump spot sizes were tested with cooling water temperature kept at 1 °C.

Different output couplers were tested with each tested spot size, but the 1.5 % output coupler

was found to be optimum, with respect to maximum achievable output power, in all cases. The

pump spot size was changed by changing the focusing lens of the pump laser. Figure 3.7 shows

that over 11 W of output power was generated by the SDL with the largest pump spot diameter

of DSPOT = 460 ȝm. As the figure suggests, this result was achieved due to a shift in the thermal

roll-over point because the pump intensity for a given pump power decreased with increased

pump spot size.
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Figure 3.7. Power conversion characteristics of the 1.18 ȝm gain mirror with different pump
spot sizes. Cooling water temperature was set to 1 °C. Output coupler had a transmission of
TOC = 1.5 %.

1.23 µm Semiconductor Disk Lasers3.3

The 1.22–1.24 µm gain mirrors were developed for frequency doubled SDLs emitting at 610–

620 nm. The advantages of frequency doubled red SDLs as compared to directly emitting red

SDLs are the ability to reach shorter wavelengths (<630 nm) and readily available, efficient and

affordable 808 nm pump diode lasers. As compared to direct red laser diodes, frequency

doubled SDLs benefit from high-quality circular beam, higher power per emitter and freedom to

choose emission wavelength. Here two gain mirror structures are reported. Gain mirror A

(wafer ID AsN2527) was grown using VG Semicon V80H reactor, whereas VEECO GEN20

MBE reactor was used for fabricating gain mirror B (G1190).

Gain Mirror Design and Fabrication3.3.1

The first 1.22 µm gain mirror (gain mirror A) had the same design as the 1.18 µm gain mirror

described above (Figure 3.1), but with the optical thicknesses of GaAs and Al(Ga)As layers

scaled to match the longer operation wavelength. In addition, window layer had slightly higher

Al composition (Al0.37GaAs) and higher number (29.5) of AlAs/GaAs DBR pairs was used. [P1]
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The growth temperature, as measured by a thermocouple between the heater and the back

surface of the substrate, was decreased to 470 °C for the QW growth. After the growth, the gain

mirror was in-situ annealed in the manipulator at 680 °C and under As pressure for 5 min.

The PL and reflectance spectra measured for the as-grown gain mirror wafer are shown in

Figure 3.8. For comparison, QW PL emission without semiconductor microcavity is plotted as

measured from a gain mirror chip without DBR. The QW emission at room temperature and

under low-intensity pumping was detuned by 26 nm from the design wavelength of 1220 nm

and by 36 nm from 1230 nm, where the laser operated at higher powers.
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Figure 3.8. Room-temperature PL and reflectance spectra measured from as-grown gain
mirror A surface. PL spectrum measured from a chip without DBR reveals QW emission
without microcavity enhancement.

In addition to the gain mirror A described above and in [P1], another GaInNAs/GaAs gain

mirror (gain mirror B) was fabricated more recently. The gain region design was updated and

the structure (wafer ID G1190) was grown with a different MBE reactor. Similarly to the first

gain mirror, this gain mirror comprised ten QWs. However, only one QW was positioned per

optical standing wave antinode and no strain compensating GaNAs barrier layers were used

(Figure 3.9). Because the GaAs barriers were higher in energy, band gap of the QWs had to be

made smaller. On the other hand, nonradiative recombination in the GaNAs barriers, which has

been suggested to be a major problem and cause of temperature sensitive operation [169] is
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expected to be hindered. Total accumulated strain of the new gain region is expected to be

higher than for the early gain mirror with strain compensation. On the other hand, the QWs

were surrounded by relatively thick GaAs barriers, which stabilize the structure [170].   Still

another change in the designs was the use of thin lattice matched InGaP window layer instead

of 0.75xȜSDL Al0.37GaAs. The change was made, because thinner layers have smaller thermal

resistance and the reduced window layer thickness of 50 nm is enough to confine the carriers to

the active region. InGaP window layers are also used as etch-stop layers in flip-chips SDLs,

which will be the next development stage.
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Figure 3.9. Active region design for the gain mirror B operating at 1230 nm.

One effect of changing the QW distribution from two QWs to one QW per antinode was the

increase of active region thickness. This increased the pump absorption efficiency due to longer

pump absorption length. The pump absorption efficiency can be estimated using GaAs

absorption coefficient of 13900 cm-1 [159] and simplistic exponential decay of pump intensity

due to pump absorption. For the gain mirror A, the active region thickness was 1510 nm, which

corresponds to pump absorption efficiency of 88 % per single pass. The high absorption

efficiency could be achieved due to thicker barriers around the bottommost QW pair which

increased the absorption length (Figure 3.1). The active region thickness was 1930 nm for the

gain mirror B with one QW per antinode, which corresponds roughly to 93 % pump absorption

efficiency. With increasing cavity thickness, an issue with uneven carrier distribution could

arise because pump intensity decreases exponentially away from the sample surface and

excitation rate is thus smaller deeper in the structure. There is certain evidence [188], however,

that carrier diffusion can even out the carriers across the active region, at least in samples with

active region thicknesses around 1.5 µm. More experiments and modelling would be required to

study the carrier distribution in the case of the lasers reported here.
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The QWs of the gain mirror B were grown at low growth temperature of 375 °C (thermocouple

set point 476 °C) in order to limit N related phase separation. As/III BEP ratio during the QW

growth was 14, and growth rate was high for (1.383 µm/h) for keeping N composition low

(Equation 2.5). The nominal QW composition was GaIn0.31N0.05As. The gain structure was

annealed after growth in the MBE reactor for 4 minutes at 720 °C. The PL peak wavelength of

an active region sample without DBR was 1189 nm. With respect to lasing wavelength at high

output powers (Figure 3.12), the active region PL spectra was detuned by 41 nm.

Laser Characterization3.3.2

The laser characterization of the 1.22 ȝm gain mirror A was started in a linear cavity and with a

diamond heat spreader that had no AR coatings [P1]. With this setup the power conversion

characteristics were measured at several cooling water temperatures ranging from 8 to 35 °C

(Figure 3.10). Output coupling ratio was 1 %. Pump spot size on the gain mirror had a diameter

of 180 µm. The maximum output power, limited by the available pump power, was 3.14 W at

the minimum cooling water temperature of 8 °C. Slope efficiency, as determined between

threshold pump power and a pump power of 10 W, was about 20 % at 8 °C and 16 % at 35 °C.

Output spectra of this SDL at the maximum pump power are shown in Figure 3.10 for mount

temperatures of 8 and 35 °C. The spectrum redshifted at a rate of 0.3 nm/°C.

Figure 3.10. Left: Power conversion characteristics of the 1.22 ȝm linear cavity SDL using
gain mirror A and measured at different cooling water temperatures. Right: Output spectra of
the SDL at two cooling water temperatures. Incident pump power was 20 W. [P1]

After the successful initial characterization of the gain mirror A, the laser was arranged in a V-

cavity set up. This SDL used the same gain mirror material but now the diamond was AR

coated in order to reduce its etalon effect and to minimize the reflected and wasted pump power.
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With this setup we were able to increase the pump spot diameter to 290 ȝm and to compare two

different planar output couplers with transmissions of 1% and 2.5%. Because the output power

of the linear cavity SDL was pump power limited, a more powerful 788 nm pump was used for

this SDL. With the 2.5% output coupler, slope efficiency was higher (23 %) and this SDL

reached an output power of over 5 W with 38 W of pump power corresponding to optical-to-

optical conversion efficiency of 14 % (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11. Power conversion characteristics of the V-shaped 1.22 ȝm SDL using gain mirror
A and characterized with two different output couplers. The cooling water temperature was set
to 15 °C. [P1]

The new gain mirror B was characterized in slightly different V-shaped cavity. The highly

reflective folding mirror M1 had radius of curvature of 75 mm. The flat output coupler (OC)

had a transmittance of 1 or 2.5 %. The cavity dimensions were DGM-M1 = 72 mm and

DM1-OC = 48 mm. Flat 300 µm AR-coated intra-cavity diamond was used for heat extraction

from the gain mirror to a water cooled copper mount. The cooling water temperature was set to

16 °C. The gain mirror was pumped by an 808 nm laser. The pump spot diameter on the gain

mirror was about 440 µm, whereas the simulated fundamental mode size on the gain mirror was

260 µm (tangential) and 300 µm (sagittal).

The SDL lased above threshold pump power of 5.8 W or 10.4 W corresponding to 1 or 2.5 %

output couplers, respectively. The maximum output powers were almost the same for the two
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output couplers (10.45 W–10.65 W). However, the 2.5 % output coupler gave better slope

efficiency of 26 %, and thus the maximum output power of 10.45 W was reached at lower

pump power of 57 W.  This corresponds to optical- to-optical conversion efficiency of 18 %.

This is a two-fold increase in the output power of 1.22–1.24 µm SDLs as compared with the

first gain mirror and publication [P1]. Optical-to-optical conversion efficiency at maximum

output power was increased by 5 % points.
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Figure 3.12. Power conversion characteristics of the 1.23 ȝm SDL with the new gain mirror B
and two different output couplers. The cooling water temperature was set to 16 °C and pumping
wavelength was 808 nm.

1.55 µm Semiconductor Disk Laser3.4

The main driving force for developing 1.55 µm GaInNAsSb QWs on GaAs has been the need

of a material system that enables monolithic fabrication of vertical cavity devices such as SDLs

at this important wavelength. As compared with InP-based SDLs, GaAs-based devices benefit

from superior refractive index contrast and high thermal conductivity of AlAs/GaAs DBRs.

Here we demonstrate the first monolithic GaAs-based SDL operating at 1.55 µm using

GaInNAsSb QWs [P5].
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Gain Mirror Design and Fabrication3.4.1

The 1.55 µm gain mirror comprised 4 pairs of GaInNAsSb quantum wells located at the

antinodes of the optical standing wave formed in the resonant semiconductor microcavity [P5].

The lower number of QWs was chosen because this was the first time that we grew several QW

pairs stacked at this wavelength, and we were not sure how we could maintain the material

quality. The quantum wells within each pair were separated by 21 nm GaNAs layers, which

also surrounded the QW pairs on the outer edges of the QW pairs. Pump absorbing GaAs

barriers were used between the QW pairs. Below the active region, a monolithic 29.5-pair

AlAs/GaAs DBR was acting as an end mirror of the laser cavity. Above the active region a 50

nm AlGaAs window layer confined the carriers to the active region.  The QWs were grown at

low temperature of 350 °C and the whole structure was annealed after growth at 730 °C for 30

minutes. The required annealing time was longer than that optimized and used for the GaInNAs

gain mirros emitting around 1.2 µm. A possible explanation for this is that regardless of the use

of Sb surfactant and low growth temperature, phase separation had taken place in the QWs

during growth. Such QWs might require longer annealing time or higher annealing temperature

to homogenize [15].

Reflectance and PL spectra measured from the as-grown gain mirror are shown in Figure 3.13.

The high-reflectivity band was centered at 1530 nm. The target resonance wavelength for the

semiconductor microcavity was 1545 nm and enhancement of gain mirror PL is seen at this

wavelength. Figure 3.13 shows also a PL spectrum measured from a separate QW calibration

sample grown before the gain mirror. This PL spectrum peaks at 1504 nm, which is very close

to the PL peak wavelength of 1508 nm measured from the gain mirror. Detuning between the

QW PL and lasing wavelengths was thus about 40 nm allowing redshift due to pump-induced

heating of the gain mirror.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) rocking curve showed sharp and clear features (Figure 3.13)

corresponding to simulated rocking curve (not shown). Dynamic fitting of a simulated rocking

curve with a curve measured for the QW calibration sample indicated that the compressive

QWs had a lattice misfit of -1.7 % while tensile GaNAs strain compensation layers had misfit

of 0.45 % with respect to GaAs substrate. Thus the thickness x misfit product is similar but of

opposite sign for QW pair (-24 nm%) and for the three GaNAs layers related to each QW pair

(28 nm%). This means that the compressive strain of the QWs is roughly compensated by the
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tensile strain of GaNAs barriers. Still, the compressive strain of the relatively thick DBR mirror

was not compensated.
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Figure 3.13. Left: PL and reflectance spectra measured from the gain mirror wafer and PL
spectrum measured from a separate QW sample grown using the same growth parameters.
Right: X-ray diffraction rocking curve measured from the gain mirror wafer.

Laser Characterization3.4.2

Heat was conducted from the gain mirror to a water-cooled copper mount by a flat 300 µm

capillary-bonded diamond heat spreader without coatings. The gain mirror was characterized in

a straight cavity and with output coupler transmittance of less than 0.2 %. The gain mirror was

pumped using an 808 nm diode laser.

1.55 µm SDL lased above threshold pump power of 10.3 W as shown in Figure 3.14. The

maximum output power was 78 mW, which was achieved at a pump power of 30.2 W. The

laser spectra, which consisted of several peaks due to intra-cavity etalon introduced by the

uncoated diamond heat spreader, was centered at 1550 nm at an output power of 42 mW.

During the characterization cooling water temperature was set to 1 °C, but the mount

temperature increased to 16 °C at the highest pump powers.

Because of the limited output power in continuous wave (CW) mode, the SDL was

characterized also in pulsed pump mode. The pump laser was pulsed by its current driver

producing 1.5 µs pulses at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. In pulsed pump mode, average pump

power is lower which alleviated problems related to gain mirror heating. In accordance, mount

temperature corresponded closely to cooling water temperature. Here cooling water temperature

was set to 16 °C. Thus mount temperatures were similar in pulsed mode and at the highest

powers during CW operation. A maximum peak output power of 210 mW was achieved in
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pulsed pump mode. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) duration of the output pulse at

the maximum power was 0.94 µs and decreased with decreasing power as marked in Figure

3.14 for each measurement point.

Figure 3.14. Left: Output characteristics of the 1.55 µm SDL in CW mode. Right: Output
characteristics in pulsed pump mode. The inset shows the output pulse shape at the maximum
output power. [P5]

There are many possible reasons for the low output power and efficiency of the 1.55 µm SDL.

It is possible that the high N content used for the QWs has led to material quality problems and

lower emission efficiency. On the other hand, it is also known that 1.55 µm GaInNAsSb QWs

are more sensitive to temperature increase than GaInNAs at shorter wavelengths [169, 189].

This problem might be strengthened here by the heat load related to the large quantum defect

between the pump and operation wavelengths. Comparing with the 1.23 µm gain mirrors,

efficiency related to quantum defect ௨௧ߟ ൌߣ�௨ ௌΤߣ  was decreased from 66% to 52%

due to longer emission wavelength. Moreover, it can be calculated using exponential pump

intensity decay [159] that in the current design with 0.9 µm thick active region only 71 % of the

pump power is absorbed in the active region and as much as 29 % is transmitted to the DBR.

This pump absorption efficiency ௦ߟ � can be compared to 93 % calculated for 1.23 µm gain

mirror B. By noting that the slope efficiency ௗߟ ൌ ௦ߟ௨௧ߟ௨௧ߟ � is very much determined

by absorption and quantum defect efficiencies, low output power and efficiency can be at least

partly explained. Thus, it is expected that increasing active region thickness would improve the

pump absorption efficiency and, as a result, also the overall efficiency of the laser. At the same

time, the number of quantum wells could be increased. This should reduce the gain per QW

required to reach the threshold, and thus, reduce the carrier density in each QW during lasing.

The reduced carrier density should reduce the Auger recombination rate leading to higher
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efficiency of the laser. On the other hand, the gain should be increased to allow operation at

higher output coupling ratio. This would increase output efficiency Șout. High intracavity losses

are another possible explanation for small differential efficiency and high threshold even at

small output coupling ratio. With higher output coupling ratio, also the effect of intracavity loss

would be hindered.. Still, further improvement of the pumping efficiency could be achieved by

the use of antireflection coating to minimize the pump power that is reflected from the diamond

surface. Roughly 15 % of the pump power was reflected from the first air-diamond interface,

while the power reflected from an AR coated SDL gain mirror can be reduced to below 1 % by

careful design. Longer pump wavelengths and alternative designs can also be considered for

reducing the quantum defect. Also QW and barrier composition and material quality

optimization should be continued for reducing threshold power and carrier density.
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4 1.18 µm DBR Laser Diode

Chapter 4

1.18 µm DBR Laser Diode
Many applications would benefit from small visible lasers with high electro-optical conversion

efficiency. For this reason, we have studied also 1.18 µm EELs. Similar to 1.18–1.24 µm SDLs,

the work on EELs was motivated by frequency doubling to visible wavelengths.

Efficient frequency doubling requires typically high intensity, narrow spectrum and good beam

quality. In SDLs these can be achieved inside the cavity, which is designed transversally single

mode and includes components for spectral narrowing. Also external cavity EELs can be

fabricated, but the most compact architecture is to form the laser cavity within the

semiconductor chip and mount the nonlinear crystal in close proximity of the semiconductor

chip [51]. In this case, wavelength control and operation in single longitudinal mode can be

achieved monolithically by processing distributed feedback (DFB) or distributed Bragg

reflector (DBR) gratings into the semiconductor cavity. Transversally single mode operation

can be ensured by narrow ridge waveguide (RWG) structure with optimized etch depth. Single-

mode operation is important in both directions because spectral bandwidth of the fundamental

lasers should be in the range of 100 pm, and good beam quality is important for coupling into

waveguide frequency doubling crystals or for frequency doubling efficiency when bulk crystals

are used [51]. Miniaturization of frequency doubled EELs using bulk crystals can benefit from

enhanced temperature stability of the fundamental laser. Miniaturization requires positioning

the laser chip, which typically requires cooling, and nonlinear crystal, which are often designed

to operate at elevated temperatures, close to each other. For most compact devices these

components should be placed on the same heat sink. [51]
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Single-mode DBR lasers at 1060 nm and based on InGaAs QWs on GaAs can emit over

700 mW [190] and show high reliability [191]. By using tapered configuration, output powers

up to 12 W at 979 nm have been demonstrated in single longitudinal mode and with good beam

quality [192]. There are fewer reports on 1180 nm single mode lasers because of the high strain

of InGaAs QWs at this wavelength. Still, 200 mW DBR laser emitting at 1180 nm and based on

these QWs have been recently reported [9, 50]. By tapering, the output power at 1180 nm could

be increased to 2 W [49].

As compared with InGaAs QWs, GaInNAs QWs offer lower lattice strain and better

temperature stability due to higher conduction band offset. The temperature stability can be

increased further by increasing number of QWs. This will be more straightforward using

GaInNAs QWs with lower strain.  Good operation of laser diodes at elevated temperatures

could allow mounting of heated nonlinear crystals closer to laser chip and on the same mount.

This would allow further miniaturization of frequency doubled laser diodes [51] or tuning by

changing the temperature of the nonlinear crystal [52]. This chapter and publication [P6]

describe the fabrication and characterization of a temperature-stable, high-power and single-

mode GaInNAs/GaAs DBR laser diode emitting at 1180 nm.

Design and Fabrication4.1

The semiconductor structure for the 1180 nm DBR laser (Figure 4.1) was grown on n-

GaAs(100). A 7-nm GaIn0.31N0.005As QW and 10 nm GaAs layers around it were grown at low

temperature of 380 °C. Other layers were grown at normal growth conditions around 600 °C.

The QW was embedded in the middle of 1 µm GaAs waveguide, which was clad by Al0.25GaAs

claddings. Upper cladding was grown thinner for ease of DBR etching and for increasing heat

conductivity through it to heat sink.  Annealing treatment of 4 min at 719 °C was chosen based

on test lasers annealed at different temperatures, as described in [P6].
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Figure 4.1. Semiconductor heterostructure used for 1180 nm DBR laser. Inset shows a
scanning electron microscope image taken from a DBR laser. RWG = Ridge wave guide.

For studying gain material characteristics, part of the wafer was first processed into broad area

oxide stripe lasers with stripe width of 83 µm and length of 1600 µm. Broad are lasers were

mounted p-side upwards and were thus not optimized for high power CW operation. The actual

DBR laser comprised a 2-mm long passive 3rd order DBR section whose reflectivity was

estimated to be about 15 %. The passive DBR selected single longitudinal lasing mode and

stabilized the wavelength. A 3-mm long ridge wave guide section with a ridge width of 3.2 µm

provided gain for lasing in a single transversal mode (see inset of Figure 4.1). Heat extraction of

the DBR lasers was improved by mounting them p-side down. Chips were first soldered with

AuSn to AlN submount with thermal conductivity of 170 W/mK. The submount was then

bonded on conductively cooled copper mount with indium solder. Both cleaved facets were AR

coated.
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Characterization4.2

Broad area oxide stripe lasers showed good characteristics at elevated temperatures as described

by high values of T0 = 110 K and T1 = 160 K, which describe stability of threshold current and

slope efficiency, respectively, with increasing temperature [P6]. These parameters were

measured in pulsed mode. Oxide stripe lasers showed good characteristics also in CW mode

regardless of the p-side up mounting leading to poor cooling of active semiconductor junction:

Oxide stripe laser reached an output power of 1.2 W (0.6 W per as-cleaved facet) with 31 %

electro-optical conversion efficiency at mount temperature of 25 °C (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. CW characteristics for a p-up mounted broad area 83 µm x 1600 µm oxide stripe
laser with mount temperature set to 25 °C.

Output characteristics of the DBR laser are shown in Figure 4.3. The laser had a threshold

current of 300 mA and emitted maximum power of 340 mW at a driving current of 1170 mA

and forward voltage of 1.67 V. This corresponds to electro-optical conversion efficiency of 17

%. Maximum conversion efficiency of 20 % was reached at slightly lower power levels (driving

current of 876 mA and output power of 269 mW).
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Figure 4.3. Light-current-voltage characteristics of the 1180 nm DBR laser in CW mode and
mount temperature set to 20 °C.

High detuning between the peak wavelengths of the DBR reflectivity and semiconductor gain

maximum was used for the DBR laser. Whereas the laser operated at 1180 nm, the amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum was centered at 1142 nm at room temperature and 500

mA driving current. Temperature-stable GaInNAs gain material combined with the high

detuning allowed high-power operation at elevated temperatures; output powers measured at

1000 mA decreased only 30 % with temperature increase from 20 °C to 80 °C. Because of the

high detuning threshold current decreased considerably when temperature was increased.

Change of these laser characteristics with temperature is plotted in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Effect of mount temperature on threshold current (left) and output power measured
at 1000 mA (right).
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The kinks observed in the output power (Figure 4.3) are related to change between consecutive

longitudinal cavity modes, which redshift due to increasing active region temperature, matching

the maximum DBR reflectivity [190]. Mode hops were observed also as abrupt changes of

wavelength at the corresponding currents as shown in Figure 4.5. The output spectrum was

centered at 1180 nm and was measured to have FWHM of 0.05 nm corresponding to resolution

of the used optical spectrum analyzer. In reality spectrum might be even narrower but this is to

be confirmed by dedicated linewidth measurements. Between the mode hops, lasing wavelength

was tunable at a rate of 1.1 pm/mA while the average tuning rate was 0.5 pm/mA. The

wavelength tuning rate with temperature was 0.1 nm/°C. Laser showed no degradation due to

preliminary lifetime test where it was operated for 125 hours at drive current of 900 mA at

mount temperature of 20 °C.
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Figure 4.5. Wavelength tuning with driving current. Change between consecutive lasing modes
is seen as abrupt changes in wavelength and output power. Inset shows the output spectrum
measured at 800 mA. [P6]

These results show considerable improvement in terms of output power and temperature

stability as compared with previous reports on 1180 nm laser diodes [9, 50]. Using tapered

configuration, output power exceeding 2 W is expected [49]. Improved temperature stability

provided by GaInNAs/GaAs lasers is expected to allow further miniaturization of frequency-

doubled lasers, which is currently limited by thermal management issues.
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5 Conclusions

Chapter 5

Conclusions
The topic of this thesis was the development of dilute nitride GaInNAs(Sb)/GaAs quantum well

gain materials and their use in novel lasers emitting at new wavelengths important for

applications. In particular, plasma-assisted MBE growth was studied and utilized for the

fabrication of these structures. Special emphasis was put on the fabrication of lasers that can be

frequency doubled to emit at the visible yellow-red part of the spectrum. This was realized by

fabricating a single-mode DBR laser diode emitting at 1180 nm corresponding to yellow

frequency doubled wavelength and semiconductor disk lasers emitting at 1180–1240 nm

corresponding to yellow–red wavelengths. In addition, we expanded the wavelength coverage

of GaAs-based disk laser technology to 1550 nm.

The basis for the laser demonstrations was laid by good understanding of the basic properties

and growth of GaInNAs(Sb). We studied the calibration of RF plasma sources [55], effect of Sb

on the GaInNAsSb band gap [54] and effects of growth parameters, namely As/III BEP ratio

[P2] and growth temperature [P4], on the N composition and short range ordering. In

publication [P2], we showed that varying the As/III BEP ratio controls the short range ordering

in GaInNAs. Short range ordering is a major factor affecting emission wavelength of GaInNAs.

We could also show that growth temperature affects not only the short range ordering but also

the N composition of GaInNAs [P4]. In order to model this effect, we treated N incorporation as

a thermally activated process and refined a previously published [105] N incorporation model

accordingly [P4].
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The fabricated semiconductor disk lasers, whose development and characterization was

reported in [P1], [P3] and in this thesis, were the first multi-watt SDLs emitting at 1180 nm and

1230 nm. Output powers at both wavelengths exceeded 10 W. These SDLs were also efficiently

frequency doubled to produce multi-watt emission at the targeted yellow [P3] [29] and red [30-

32] wavelengths. In addition to the visible wavelengths, we extended the wavelength coverage

to other direction as well, namely to 1550 nm which is an important eye-safe optical

communications wavelength. The demonstrated 1550 nm GaInNAsSb/GaAs SDL emits at the

longest wavelength reported for GaAs-based SDLs although its efficiency and output power

should still be increased [P5].

SDLs are suitable for achieving high power, beam quality and frequency doubling efficiency.

Still some applications would benefit from smaller visible-emitting laser sources at the cost of

reduced output power. For this reason we studied also fabrication of edge-emitting laser diodes.

Again the work was motivated by applications at the visible wavelengths. In order to achieve

high brilliance required by the frequency doubling crystals and some applications, we fabricated

a single-mode DBR laser diode. This laser emitted record high output power of 340 mW at the

target wavelength of 1180 nm [P6], which corresponds to frequency doubled yellow

wavelength of 590 nm. This laser showed both higher power and enhanced temperature stability

as compared with similar InGaAs/GaAs lasers without N [50].

Besides the demonstrated wavelength versatility, temperature-stability of laser characteristics

and design flexibility are thought to be the main assets of the GaInNAsSb materials as

compared with other gain material systems. Temperature stability is important especially in

applications where miniaturization or high integration densities are required. These applications

include frequency-doubled edge emitting lasers [51] and hybrid integration of

GaInNAsSb/GaAs devices on silicon for photonic integrated circuits [193, 194]. Outside the

scope of this thesis, multijunction solar cells are maybe the fastest growing application area

where GaInNAsSb and the results of this work can be used. The design flexibility of

GaInNAsSb/GaAs is well realized using plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy, which allows

relatively independent control of different growth parameters and elemental compositions.
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Abstract: We report power scaling experiments of a GaInNAs/GaAs-based
semiconductor disk laser operating at ~1180 nm. Using a single gain chip
cooled to mount temperature of ~10 °C we obtained 11 W of output power.
For efficient thermal management we used a water-cooled microchannel
mount and an intracavity diamond heat spreader. Laser performance was
studied using different spot sizes of the pump beam on the gain chip and
different output couplers. Intracavity frequency-doubling experiments led to
generation of ~6.2 W of laser radiation at ~590 nm, a wavelength relevant
for the development of sodium laser guide stars.
©2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.5960) Semiconductor lasers; (140.7270) Vertical emitting lasers.
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1. Introduction

The advantages offered by the optically-pumped semiconductor disk lasers (OP-SDLs), also
referred to as vertical external cavity surface-emitting lasers [1], have been proved using a
large variety of semiconductor gain media for generating high-brightness radiation at visible,
infrared, and mid-IR wavelengths [2,3]. Demonstrated first for the generation of radiation at
1.32 µm [4], dilute nitride (GaInNAs/GaAs) OP-SDLs have recently emerged as a viable
solution for developing high-power laser sources emitting in the wavelength range between
1.17 µm [5] and 1.24 µm [6]. The increased interest in dilute nitride SDLs has been largely
motivated by their ability to produce orange-red laser light via intracavity frequency doubling
[3]. GaInNAs/GaAs quantum wells (QWs) can be monolithically integrated with AlAs/GaAs
distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), which exhibit superior optical and thermal properties
compared to InP-based DBRs. By alloying only a few percent of nitrogen into GaInAs, both
the band-gap and lattice constant of GaIn(N)As/GaAs QWs are simultaneously decreased.
Thus the use of dilute nitrides offers a higher flexibility in designing the gain mirrors and
alleviates the problems related to the high compressive lattice strain present in GaInAs/GaAs
QWs emitting at wavelengths above 1100 nm [7]. Another important aspect for SDL
operation is that GaInNAs/GaAs QWs exhibit a large conduction-band offset and electron
effective mass providing efficient carrier confinement and excellent temperature behaviour
[8].

On the other hand, the incorporation of nitrogen is usually accompanied by the
introduction of lattice defects which ultimately decrease the performance of dilute nitride
lasers. However, dilute nitride OP-SDLs with emission wavelengths in the range of 1180°
1240 nm require a nitrogen content of less than 1% and can exhibit multi-watt output powers
in both fundamental [6] and frequency-doubled operation [9,10]. The highest reported output
power (~7 W) and slope efficiency (~30%) exhibited by a dilute nitride OP-SDL
incorporating one gain element have been obtained for operation at ~1180 nm [11]. This
wavelength range is of particular interest for important applications in medicine [12], optical
frequency metrology [13], and astrophysics [14]. For example, high power emission at the
frequency doubled wavelength of 589 nm is required to create sodium laser guide stars
employed in earth-based telescopes with adaptive optics systems. Frequency doubled SDLs
emitting at the 589 nm D2-sodium absorption line are anticipated to fulfill the specifications of
future generation sodium laser guide stars [15], providing that significant advances are made
in increasing the output power and achieving stable operation with narrow linewidth.

Assuming that sufficient heat dissipation is ensured, the output power of an OP-SDL can
be scaled up by increasing the mode size on the laser gain mirror or by using multiple gain
chips in a single SDL cavity or both [16]. The first approach is attractive due to its simplicity;
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in particular for a laser guide star application, the narrow linewidth and the spectral stability
requirements might be hard to achieve by using multiple gain elements. Increasing the mode
size allows for keeping the power density, and therefore the heat generated per unit area
constant while increasing the pump and output power. In this paper, we report power scaling
of an OP-SDL based on a dilute nitride gain mirror emitting at ~1180 nm. We used a water-
cooled microchannel mount for thermal management and studied the influence of pump spot
diameter and output coupler transmission on the laser performance. As a result, a record-high
output power of 11 W is demonstrated.

2. Gain mirror fabrication

The dilute nitride gain mirror was grown on n-GaAs(100) substrate using solid source
molecular beam epitaxy (SS-MBE) equipped with a radio frequency (RF) plasma source for
incorporating nitrogen into the crystal. The design of the resonant periodic gain (RPG)
structure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the gain mirror design revealing the positioning of the QWs
at the antinodes of the optical field distribution at 1180 nm.

The main elements of the gain mirror are a 25.5-pair AlAs/GaAs DBR and a gain region
with 10 GaInNAs QWs. The QWs are distributed in five identical pairs at the standing wave
anti-nodes formed within the Fabry°Pérot (FP) cavity defined by the DBR and the
semiconductor-air interface. The quantum well pairs are embedded within GaAs, which
absorbs the pump light and supplies carriers to QWs for providing optical gain. The GaAs
layers surrounding the QW group located deepest in the structure are thicker than those
surrounding the QW groups placed closer to the surface; this configuration reflects the pump
intensity depletion due to absorption and should ensure a more uniform carrier distribution
between the QW groups. The compressive lattice strain of the QWs was partially
compensated by 4-nm thick tensile-strained GaAsN layers grown on both sides of each QW.
The GaAsN layers have a beneficial effect also in terms of red-shifting the emission
wavelength [17?��#�����Ȝ�ςϑΚΕΜ�#Ν0.31Ga0.69As window layer was grown on top of the structure
to confine the photo-generated carriers within the active region and to avoid non-radiative
surface recombination. Finally, a 5 nm thick GaAs cap layer was grown to prevent oxidation
of the window layer. The QWs were grown at a low temperature of about 450 °C with a
ΙΤΘΨςϑ�ΤΧςΓ�ΘΗ������ȝΟ�ϑ�ΧΠΦ�Χ�ϑΚΙϑ�#Υ�+++�∆ΓΧΟ�ΓΣΩΚΞΧΝΓΠς�ΡΤΓΥΥΩΤΓ�ΤΧςΚΘ�ΘΗ�����ΨϑΚΕϑ�ΨΧΥ�
found to lead to preferential formation of N-In bonds and better stability and optical quality of
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the as-grown material [18]. The N2 flow rate to the plasma source was 0.18 sccm and the RF
power was 175 W. These settings correspond to a relative small amount, estimated to be
~0.6%, of nitrogen incorporated into the QWs. After the growth, the structure was in situ
annealed in the MBE chamber for 7 minutes at a temperature of 680 °C.

Figure 2 reveals the evolution of the reflectivity spectra and photoluminescence (PL)
signal with increasing gain chip temperature. The reflectivity spectra were measured from an
as-grown gain mirror whereas the PL was measured in the laser setup from a gain mirror
bonded to a diamond heat spreader with an anti-reflection coating. The reason for making the
PL measurement in the laser setup was to take advantage of the temperature control. The
power of the PL excitation laser was kept low (a few tens of mW) in order to prevent
undesired heating of the sample.

From these measurements we estimated that the DBR stop-band red-shifts at a rate of only
0.06 nm/K while the PL peak wavelength red-shifts at a rate of 0.3 nm/K. Hence, the detuning
between QW absorption edge and the resonant wavelength of the gain mirror decreases with
increasing temperature, as revealed by the resonance-enhanced absorption dip in the stop-
band. However, owing to a higher rate of non-radiative recombination, the PL intensity
decreases with increasing temperature regardless of the better match between luminescence
spectrum and the resonant wavelength of the gain mirror. This behavior emphasizes the
importance of wavelength detuning between the PL and resonant wavelength and, on the other
hand, reveals the detrimental effect of temperature rise on light emission. For the gain mirror
studied here, the room temperature PL peak wavelength (as measured from a quantum well
sample grown prior to the gain mirror) was detuned to about 30 nm below the desired laser
operation wavelength; this is the same detuning as for the chip used in Ref [11].
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Fig. 2. Reflectivity and photoluminescence spectra of the gain mirror measured at different
temperatures.
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3. Laser characterization

3.1 Laser cavity and thermal management

The V-shaped laser cavity (Fig. 3) comprised the gain mirror, a high-reflectivity curved
folding mirror and a planar output coupler. A fibre-coupled 808 nm diode laser was used for
optical pumping of the gain mirror. The pump beam was incident onto the gain mirror at a 27°
angle relative to the surface normal. The diameter of the pump spot on the gain chip was
varieΦ� ∆ΓςΨΓΓΠ� ���� ȝΟ� ΧΠΦ� ���� ȝΟ�� 6ϑΓ� ΕΧΞΚς[� ΨΧΥ� ΧΦΛΩΥςΓΦ� ςΘ� ΧΕϑΚΓΞΓ� ϑΚΙϑ� ΡΘΨΓΤ�
operation with a good beam shape. The as-grown gain chip was 2.5 × 2.5 mm2 in size and was
capillary-bonded with water to a ~3 × 3 × 0.3 mm3 synthetic single-crystal diamond heat
spreader to ensure efficient heat removal from the gain region [19]. The diamond had a 2°
wedge angle with respect to semiconductor surface and was antireflection coated to avoid
etalon effects and to minimize the pump reflection. The bonded chip was mechanically
clamped to a water-cooled microchannel mount.

Fig. 3. The cavity design of the SDL (left) and a drawing of the water-cooled microchannel
mount (right).

One of the factors limiting the output power of the 1180 nm SDLs we reported earlier [11]
was linked to the use of a cooling mount that did not provide sufficient heat extraction from
the gain chip at high pump powers. To ensure efficient heat extraction for the experiments
reported here, we developed a metallic water-cooled microchannel mount (see Fig. 3). The
microchannels were machined as close as possible to the diamond heat spreader, i.e. at a
distance of about 1 mm from the closest edge of the diamond. The channel cross section was
about 2 mm2 at the narrowest point. The thermal dissipation ability was simulated using
COMSOL finite element tools. The pressure difference between the water at the input and
output of the microchannels was estimated to be about 100 kPa. With this pressure difference,
the water flow and the geometry of the mount was not sufficient to maintain constant
temperature when the pump power was increased; the variation of the mount temperature with
the pump power for constant pressure of the circulating water is shown in Fig. 4.
Nevertheless, the mount enabled more efficient heat dissipation compared to a standard mount
without microchannels placed in the proximity of the diamond heat-spreader.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the mount temperature (TMount) on the pump power absorbed by the
gain mirror during lasing at a constant water flow through the microchannel
mount(measurements for pump spot diameter of 320 µm and output coupler transmission of
1.5%).

3.2 Influence of the output coupler on the output characteristics

The power conversion characteristics corresponding to different output couplers are shown in
Fig. 5��(ΘΤ�ςϑΓΥΓ�ΟΓΧΥΩΤΓΟΓΠςΥ��ςϑΓ�ΡΩΟΡ�ΥΡΘς�ΦΚΧΟΓςΓΤ�ΘΠ�ςϑΓ�ΙΧΚΠ�ΟΚΤΤΘΤ�ΨΧΥ�����ȝΟ�ΧΠΦ�
the temperature for the cooling water was ~16 °C. As revealed in Fig. 6, the slope efficiency
and the threshold pump power increased with increasing output coupling. The maximum slope
efficiency of 27%, estimated between the threshold and a pump power of 20 W, was reached
with a 3% output coupling. However, it is noticed that regardless of the higher value at low
pump powers, the slope efficiency with the 2.5% and 3% output couplers decreased more
rapidly at high pump powers than it did with smaller output coupling. This is most likely due
to higher gain required to match the increased output coupling, which means higher carrier
concentration and, thus, higher rate of non-radiative recombination. Ultimately, the 1.5%
output coupler resulted in the highest output power of ~7.5 W at a pump power of ~41.1 W
and at the measured mount temperature of TMount = 21 °C. The maximum power conversion
efficiency of 21% (pump light to signal light) was achieved with this output coupler at a pump
power of 30.3 W. The pump power reflected from the gain mirror surface was measured to be
7% of the incident power.
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The deterioration of the slope efficiency at high pump powers due to non-radiative
recombination can be alleviated by reducing the gain mirror temperature. In order to further
increase the output power, the temperature of the cooling water was set to 1°C. Accordingly,
the slope efficiency was increased, especially for higher output coupling, and the thermal roll-
over point was shifted to higher pump powers. The maximum output power of ~9 W was
achieved with TMount = 8 °C, again for the output coupler with a transmission of 1.5% as
revealed in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Variation of the slope efficiency, maximum output power, and the threshold pump
power with the output coupling ratio, for a cooling water temperature of 16 °C and a pump spot
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threshold and a pump power of 20 W.
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3.3 Power scaling by increasing the pump spot size

Next, different pump spot sizes were tested with the temperature of the cooling water set to
1°C. For each of the pump spot sizes, we also tested the operation with different output
couplers. In all cases, the 1.5% output coupler was found to be optimal with respect to
maximum achievable output power. Thus, only the results with this particular output coupler
are presented below. The pump spot size was changed by modifying the focusing lens
between the pump laser and the gain mirror, followed by cavity readjustment. Figure 8 reveals
that over 11 W of output power was generated by the SDL with increased pump spot diameter
ΘΗ�����ȝΟ�ΧΠΦ�ΨΚςϑ�TMount = 10 °C. As the figure suggests, this was achieved by shifting the
thermal roll-over to higher pump powers by decreasing the pump intensity. The slope
efficiency, however, decreased with increasing spot size and, thus, thermal roll-over prevented
the maximum output power from being increased further when pump spot diameter was
increased to 460 µm. This can be explained by the non-ideal heat extraction from the gain
mirror, as the heat extraction efficiency increases at a rate smaller than area [20]. Another,
potentially important, limiting factor for the power scaling with the pump spot size, is the
increase of the number of nonradiative defects within the optically pumped area. The larger
the pump spot, the greater the risk to reach areas with higher density of defects or dislocation
lines. We believe that further power scaling is possible by improving the heat dissipation and
selecting gain chips with a lower density of defects.

Figure 8 reveals also a typical output spectrum corresponding to an output power of 5 W.
Multiple peaks with spacing of about 0.156 nm were observed in the spectra, which were
otherwise relatively broad and flat. The peaks originate from the etalon effect taking place in
the 3 mm thick output coupler, despite the use of an antireflective coating on its back surface.
To provide a smooth spectral shape, also the output coupler should be wedged. The origin of
the dip in the spectrum around 1177.5 nm is not obvious, but we suspect it to be caused by the
competition between etalon effects associated with the output coupler, diamond heat-spreader,
and the resonant wavelength of the RPG mirror.
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3.4 Frequency doubling to yellow

The same V-cavity SDL (Fig. 3) was used for frequency doubling experiments. For these
experiments the output coupler M2 was replaced by a flat mirror with high reflectivity for
both the fundamental and frequency doubled radiation. The folding mirror M1 had high
transmission (of more than 90%) for the frequency doubled light and high reflectivity for the
fundamental laser radiation. A 4 mm long type-I critically phase-matched BBO crystal, which
was antireflection coated for 1220 nm radiation, was inserted into the cavity about 5 mm away
ΗΤΘΟ�ςϑΓ�ΗΝΧς�ΟΚΤΤΘΤ��6ϑΓ�ΓΥςΚΟΧςΓΦ�ΟΘΦΓ�ΦΚΧΟΓςΓΤ�ΨΚςϑΚΠ�ςϑΓ�∃∃1�ΕΤ[ΥςΧΝ�ΨΧΥ�����ȝΟ��9Κςϑ�
TMount = 9 °C (cooling water was set to 1 °C), we achieved about 6.2 W of frequency doubled
output power. The power conversion characteristics are shown in Fig. 9 together with a
typical output spectrum. With cooling water temperature set to 16 °C (TMount = 22 °C), the
maximum output power of the frequency converted beam decreased to 5.2 W. A more
thorough study of the frequency doubling behavior of the laser is currently underway.

Fig. 9. Frequency doubled output power as a function of absorbed pump power (left), and
output spectrum and output beam shape corresponding to 4.4 W of output power (right).
Cooling water temperature was set to 1 °C (TMount = 9 °C) during the output power
measurement. The output spectrum and beam shape were measured close to room temperature.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated a GaInNAs/GaAs-based semiconductor disk laser emitting a record-high
output power of 11 W at ~1180 nm. This performance was achieved by using a single gain
chip attached to a water-cooled microchannel mount with the temperature of ~10 °C. We
studied the laser operation with various cavity arrangements corresponding to different sizes
of the pump spot on the gain chip and different output couplers. The results are encouraging
for future developments, which will aim at making dilute nitride SDLs reliable and practical
sources of high-brightness yellow-orange laser radiation. In particular we will focus on further
improvements of the gain structure and heat management and on the demonstration of narrow
linewidth operation for meeting the laser guide star specifications.
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Abstract—The first monolithic GaAs-based vertical-external-
cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) operating at 1550 nm is
reported. VECSEL operation is based on a gain mirror which
was grown in a single growth run by plasma-assisted molecular
beam epitaxy. The gain mirror comprised 8 GaInNAsSb/GaAs
quantum wells with a photoluminescence peak at 1505 nm and an
AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reflector ensuring high reflectivity.
The VECSEL chip was pumped with an 808 nm diode laser that
had a large quantum defect in respect to the lasing wavelength.
An output power of 80 mW in continuous wave mode and 210
mW in pulsed pump mode are demonstrated close to room
temperature.

Index Terms—GaInNAsSb, gallium arsenide, quantum well
lasers, semiconductor disk lasers,  semiconductor lasers, surface
emitting lasers, vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers

I. INTRODUCTION

vailability of high quality compound semiconductor
heterostructures has enabled a rapid progress of vertical-

external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) to cover a
broad spectral range from ultraviolet to mid-infrared, yet not
without gaps [1]. Because of efficient heat removal and good
control of transverse modes by the external cavity, VECSELs
are well suited for power scaling while preserving high beam
quality [2]. Furthermore, their output characteristics can be
modified by including optical components in the external
cavity. These components can be for example SESAMs for
mode locking [3], nonlinear crystals for frequency conversion
[4] and wavelength selective components for narrow-linewidth
operation [5].

So far GaAs-based VECSELs emitting at 1.0–1.1 µm have
shown the best performance [6, 7]. At these wavelengths the
high-gain InGaAs quantum wells (QWs) and AlAs/GaAs
distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) can be grown
monolithically on GaAs substrates. High refractive index
contrast, low lattice mismatch and high thermal conductance
make AlAs and GaAs an excellent choice of DBR materials,
also for VECSELs that inherently have to handle a high
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thermal load.
At the telecom wavelength of 1.55 µm, the AlAs/GaAs

DBRs retain their good characteristics but high lattice
mismatch between InGaAs and GaAs limits the use of
InGaAs/GaAs QWs. Because of the lack of suitable gain
materials, monolithic GaAs-based VECSELs operating at 1.55
µm have not been demonstrated so far. To this end, GaAs-
based GaInNAsSb is an attractive material because nitrogen
allows both to reduce the band gap for reaching longer
wavelengths and to compensate for the compressive strain of
the InGaAs. The use of antimony as an incorporating
surfactant improves the optical quality of the QWs, widens the
usable growth parameter window and also decreases the band
gap for emission at longer wavelengths [8, 9]. Yet, the growth
parameters of 1.55 µm dilute nitride QWs should be carefully
chosen in order to obtain material quality suitable for device
fabrication, even if only 1–2 QWs are needed as it is the case
for in-plane lasers [8, 10, 11]. Indeed, these requirements can
become even more critical for VECSELs that usually require a
high number of QWs (typically from 8 to14) to reach as high
as possible single-pass gain.

GaInNAsSb/GaAs materials have already been used to
demonstrate long-wavelength (> 1.5 µm) vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers [12, 13] (VCSELs), edge-emitting
lasers [8] and semiconductor optical amplifiers [14, 15]. Also
VECSELs based on GaInNAs/GaAs have been previously
demonstrated but at shorter wavelengths of 1.18 µm [16, 17],
1.22 µm [18] and 1.32 µm [19]. Here we use dilute nitride
GaInNAsSb QWs to demonstrate the first monolithic 1.55 µm
GaAs-based VECSEL.

Previous demonstrations of 1.55 µm VECSELs have made
use of monolithic InP-based gain mirrors [5], wafer fused gain
mirrors with AlAs/GaAs DBR and InP-based gain region [4,
20] or gain mirrors with InP-based gain region and hybrid
metal–metamorphic AlAs/GaAs mirror [21]. InP-based DBRs
do not provide sufficient heat removal for high power
VECSELs and are difficult to fabricate because of high
number of layer pairs required due to low refractive index
contrast. In contrast, monolithic AlAs/GaAs DBRs can reach
high reflectivity with relatively few layer pairs and their
thermal conductance is much higher than that of DBRs of
monolithic InP-based VECSELs. On the other hand,
fabrication of wafer-fused or metamorphic hybrid mirrors is
much more complicated as compared to monolithic
GaInNAsSb VECSEL approach that we demonstrate here.

1550 nm VECSELs are of interest for example for telecom
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applications as mode-locked pulsed sources. Longitudinally
single-mode 1550 nm VECSELs could be used in laser
communications, light detection and ranging (LIDAR),
spectroscopy, sensing, and as seed lasers for high power
amplified systems [22]. Ultralow noise VECSELs at 1550 nm
could be used also in optical links of microwave antenna
systems [23]. When frequency doubled to 700 – 800 nm, these
lasers could provide an alternative to bulky Ti:sapphire lasers,
or to GaAs-based diode lasers in applications where high
beam quality is required [4]. VECSELs at slightly shorter
wavelengths around 1480 nm could find application as pump
sources of Raman amplifiers [24].

II. GAIN MIRROR DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The semiconductor growths were carried out monolithically
on n-GaAs(100) substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
equipped with a radio frequency plasma source for nitrogen.
As and Sb were supplied by valved crackers and Al, Ga and In
by normal effusion cells.

Fig.  1. Effect of nitrogen composition of GaNAs barriers surrounding the
QWs on the photoluminescence spectra measured from test samples.

Before  the  growth  of  the  full  VECSEL  gain  mirror  wafer,
the compositions of the GaInNAsSb QW and the surrounding
GaNAs barriers were optimized. For this, single-QW separate
confinement heterostructures were grown that could be
processed into edge emitting lasers for testing the material
quality. The layer structure of these test laser diode wafers is
described in [8]. As a starting point we used 7.5 nm
Ga0.625In0.375N0.030AsSb QW surrounded by 21 nm tensile-
strained GaN0.047As layers on both sides for compensating the
compressive  strain  of  the  QWs  (Sample  A).  The  beam
equivalent pressure of Sb used for the growth was 1.3E-8
Torr. As compared with this sample, increasing the nitrogen
composition to 5.9 % (Sample C) in GaNAs decreased the
photoluminescence (PL) intensity. Whereas, decreased
nitrogen composition of 2.4 % (Sample B) led to remarkable
increase of the PL intensity as shown in Fig. 1. Decreased
nitrogen composition in the barrier improved also the laser
diode characteristics of 80 µm x 1600 µm broad area oxide
stripe lasers with as-cleaved facets. Lasing threshold current
density decreased from 2500 A/cm2 (sample A) to 920 A/cm2

(sample B) (pulsed mode and at room temperature).  However,
reducing the nitrogen composition in GaNAs increases the
conduction band offset of the QWs, which leads to blue shift
of the emission wavelength (Fig. 1). Thus we grew another set
of samples with GaN0.024As barriers but smaller band gap of
the QWs. This second set consisted of three additional
samples with increased Sb (Sample D), In (Sample E) or N
(Sample F) composition in the QWs. From these samples the
one with increased nitrogen composition in the QW (from 3.0
% to 3.7%) showed the best PL characteristics and reached the
targeted emission wavelength of 1500 nm, as shown in Fig. 2.
When this material was processed into a laser diode, it showed
slightly increased lasing threshold of 1050 A/cm2 but, on the
other hand, also the highest slope efficiency of all these
samples. With fine-tuned growth conditions the threshold
current density could be pushed down to 800 A/cm2 using the
same structure and the optimized QW compositions.

Fig.  2. Photoluminescence spectra measured from test wafers: effect of
increasing emission wavelength by increasing Sb, In or N composition in the
QWs.

The VECSEL gain mirror comprised 4 pairs of the
GaInNAsSb QWs located at the antinodes of the optical
standing wave formed in the semiconductor microcavity, as
shown in Fig. 3. Design wavelength for the structure was
1545 nm. The QWs were surrounded by the strain
compensating GaNAs layers with a thickness of 21 nm
between the QWs and also at the outer edges of the QW pairs.
The QW pairs were separated by GaAs layers. On the top of
the structure, an Al0.35GaAs window layer finalized the
structure to confine the carriers to the active region. Below the
active region, a 29.5-pair AlAs/GaAs DBR mirror formed one
end of the VECSEL cavity.
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Fig.  3. Refractive index profile showing the position of the QWs at the
maxima of simulated electric field.

The reflectance stop-band measured from the as-grown gain
mirror was centered at ~1530 nm, as shown in Fig. 4. The PL
of the as-grown gain mirror peaked at 1508 nm, which is very
close to the peak wavelength (1504 nm) of the double-QW
calibration sample reported in Fig. 4. It is also to be noted that
the gain mirror PL spectrum is enhanced around 1545 nm
which is the designed resonance wavelength of the gain mirror
microcavity. Thus, the detuning between the room temperature
PL peak wavelength and the resonance wavelength is about 40
nm (22 meV) to account for heating due to the large quantum
defect between the energy of the pump and emitted photons.

Fig.  4. PL and reflectance spectra measured from as-grown gain mirror wafer.
PL spectrum of a calibration sample shows QW emission peak without the
effect of VECSEL’s semiconductor microcavity.

III. LASER CHARACTERIZATION

Laser characterization was carried out in a straight cavity,
which is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The cavity was
formed between the gain mirror and a highly reflective (R >
99.8 %) output coupler with a radius of curvature of 100 mm.
The distance between the output coupler and the gain mirror
was 53 mm. The gain mirror was pumped by an 808 nm diode
laser. Diameter of the pump spot on the gain mirror was about
380 µm.

Fig.  5. Setup used for laser characterization. 808 nm diode laser was used for
pumping. Laser cavity was formed between the gain mirror and the highly
reflective (transmission < 0.2 %) mirror with a radius of curvature of 100 mm.
Distance between the gain mirror and output coupler was 53 mm.

Heat was extracted from the gain mirror using a flat 300 µm
thick diamond heat spreader that was attached to the as-grown
gain mirror surface by capillary bonding. No coatings were
deposited on the diamond. From the diamond, heat was further
conducted to a water-cooled copper mount. Reported
temperatures correspond to the temperature of this mount.

Lasing was observed above the incident threshold pump
power of 10.3 W. Incident pump power refers to the pump
power measured after pumping optics that is incident on the
diamond heat spreader. Thus this power includes the pump
power reflected from the diamond surface as well as the power
absorbed in the DBR. Output power of the VECSEL increased
monotonously, although not linearly, up to a pump power of
30.2 W. At this pump power, a maximum output power of 78
mW was recorded, as shown in Fig. 6. Cooling water
temperature was set to 10 °C and mount temperature was 16
°C at the highest pump powers.
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Fig.  6. VECSEL output power versus incident 808 nm pump power and an
output spectrum measured at an output power of 42 mW.

The lasing spectrum, which is shown in the inset of Fig. 6
for output power of 42 mW, was centered at 1550 nm. The
spectrum consisted of several peaks, which originate from the
uncoated heat spreader. The peaks are separated by 1.75 nm
(except for one additional peak), which corresponds to free
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spectral range of the ~300 µm heat spreader diamond forming
an etalon inside the cavity.

Because the output power of the VECSEL was limited to
78 mW in continuous wave mode, power conversion
characteristics were measured also in pulsed pump mode. In
pulsed mode average power and thus the heating of the gain
mirror can be reduced. The 808 nm pump laser was pulsed by
a driver that produced 1.5 µs pulses at 10 kHz repetition rate.
The cooling water temperature was set to 16 °C. In pulsed
mode, the mount temperature corresponded closely to the
water temperature, and so the mount temperatures were
similar in pulsed and CW measurements (16 °C). In pulsed
mode, the VECSEL reached a maximum peak power of 210
mW at a peak pump power of 70 W, as shown in Fig. 7. With
a driver current pulse of 1.5 µs, the VECSEL yielded an
output pulse with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
0.94 µs at the maximum output power. The duration of the
optical output pulses decreased with decreasing pump and
output powers, as marked in the Fig. 7 for each measurement
point.

It is known that 1.55 µm GaInNAsSb QWs are more
sensitive to temperature increase than GaInNAs at shorter
wavelengths [25, 26]. This problem might be strengthened
here by the heat load related to the large quantum defect
between the pump and operation wavelengths. Furthermore,
rough estimation (using GaAs absorption coefficient of 13900
cm-1 [27] for the 0.9 µm thick active region) shows that in the
current design only 71 % of the pump power is absorbed in the
active region and as much as 29 % is transmitted to the DBR
and lost there as harmful heat. Thus, it is expected that
increasing active region thickness would improve the pump
absorption efficiency and, as a result, also the overall
efficiency of the laser. At the same time, the number of
quantum wells could be increased. This should reduce the gain
per QW required to reach the threshold, and thus, reduce the
carrier density in each QW during lasing. The reduced carrier
density should reduce the Auger recombination rate leading to
higher efficiency of the laser. Still, further improvement of the
pumping efficiency can be achieved by the use of
antireflection coatings to minimize the pump power that is
reflected from the diamond surface. Longer pump
wavelengths and alternative designs can also be considered for
reducing the quantum defect. Moreover we note that strain
management techniques, similar to those reported in [28],
should significantly reduce the number of defects associated
with the growth of the highly strained layers.

Fig.  7. Power conversion characteristics in pulsed pump mode. Inset shows
shape of the output pulse at maximum output power. Output pulse duration
(FWHM) is shown for each measurement point.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the first monolithic GaAs-based
1.55 µm VECSEL. For this, we used MBE-grown gain mirror
comprising GaInNAsSb QWs with optimized compositions
and AlAs/GaAs DBR.  The VECSEL emitted an output power
of 78 mW with spectrum centered at 1550 nm. In pulsed pump
mode, a peak power of 210 mW was obtained. Future
developments should involve alternative gain mirror designs
for higher gain and smaller heat load, which would enable the
usage of higher output coupling ratios. With these changes and
optimized material quality, watt-level output powers are
expected to be attained.
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We� report� �� single-mode� 1180� nm� distributed� Bragg�
reflector�(DBR)� laser�diode�with���high�output�power�of�
340� mW.� � For� the� fabrication� we� employed� novel�
nanoimprint� lithography� (NIL)� that� ensures� cost-
effective,� large�area,�conformal�patterning�and�does�not�
require� regrowth.� The� output� characteristic� exhibited�
outstanding�temperature�insensitivity�with���power�drop�
of�only�30�Ψ� for�an� increase�of� the�mount� temperature�
from� 20� to� 80� °C.� The� high� temperature� stability� was�
achieved�by�using�GaInNAs/GaAs�quantum�wells�(QWs),�
which� exhibit� improved� carrier� confinement� compared�
to� standard� InGaAs/GaAs� QWs.� The� corresponding�
characteristic� temperatures� were� T0=110� �� and�
T1=160K.� �Moreover,�we�used� �� large�detuning�between�
the� peak� wavelength� of� the� material� gain� at� room�
temperature� and� the� lasing�wavelength� determined� by�
the�DBR.�In�addition�to�good�temperature�characteristics,�
GaInNAs/GaAs�QWs� exhibit� relatively� low� lattice� strain�
with� direct� impact� on� improving� the� lifetime� of� laser�
diodes�at�this�challenging�wavelength�range.�The�single-
mode� laser� emission� could� be� tuned� by� changing� the�
mount�temperature�(0.1�nm/°C)�or�the�drive�current�(0.5�
pm/mA).� Laser� showed� no� degradation� in� �� room-
temperature�lifetime�test�at�900�mA�drive-current.�These�
compact� and� efficient� 1180� nm� laser� diodes� are�
instrumental�for�the�development�of�compact� frequency�
doubled� yellow–orange� lasers,� which� have� important�
applications� in� medicine� and� spectroscopy.� ̹� 2015�
Optical�Society�of�America�

OCIS codes: (140.2020) Diode lasers; (140.5960) Semiconductor lasers;
(140.3570) Lasers, single-mode; (220.3740) Lithography; (230.1480)
Bragg reflectors
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Many�important�applications�in�spectroscopy�and�medicine,�such�as�
treatments� of� vascular� lesions,� would� benefit� from� availability� of�
compact� semiconductor� diode� lasers� emitting� at� yellow–orange�

wavelengths.�However,�this�wavelength�range�cannot�be�reached�with�
compact�and�efficient�directly�emitting�semiconductor�lasers�typically�
employed�for�red�wavelengths�(GaAs-based�compounds)�or�for�blue–
green�wavelengths� (GaN-based�materials).�Moreover,� the� frequency�
doubling�approaches,�traditionally�used�for�reaching�green�wavelength�
range,�suffer�from�the�lack�of�high-power�narrow-linewidth�frequency�
stable�laser�diodes�with�fundamental�emission�at�1170�-1200�nm.�This�
is� due� to� the� fact� that� GaInAs/GaAs� QWs� system� would� require�
incorporation�of���high�amount�of�In�leading�to�high�strain,�ultimately�
generating�high�amount�of�defects�affecting�the�laser�efficiency�and�life-
time.�To�cope�with� this� limitation,� strain� compensation� technologies�
have�been�employed� in�external� cavity� lasers�architectures� � [1,�2]� Ǥ�
Recently,� strain-compensated�GaInAs/GaAs�QWs� have�been� used� to�
demonstrate� ��high�power� tapered� laser�diode� �[3]� � operating�near�
room� temperature.�While� this�recent�result� is�indeed�promising,� the�
long-term� life-time� assessment� of� such� gain� structures� remains�
questionable�given�the�high�intrinsic�strain�of�the�QWs.�

Alternatively,� 1180� nm�wavelength� range� can� be� reached� using,�
GaInAs/GaAs�QDs�[4,�5]��or�dilute�nitrides,�i.e.�GaInNAs/GaAs�QWs�[6]�Ǥ��
In�particular�the�use�of���small�amount�of�N,�in�the�range�of�ͳ�%,�has�
been� recognized� for� its� benefits� related� to�reduced� strain� and�good�
carrier�confinement�enabling�demonstration�of�power�levels�beyond�
10� �� in� optically� pumped� vertical-external-cavity� surface-emitting�
lasers�(VECSELs)�[6]�Ǥ�Adding���small�fraction�of���to�GaInAs�can�relax�
the�design�constraints�of�the�semiconductor�structure�by�avoiding�the�
need� for�strain�compensation�and�enabling�use�of�higher�number�of�
QWs,� which� could� be� beneficial� for� power� scaling� in� integrated�
amplifiers.�The�improved�carrier�confinement�translates�to�improved�
temperature�stability�of� laser�characteristics,��� feature� that�has�been�
recognized� since� the� proposal� of�GaInNAs/GaAs�QWs� for� uncooled�
telecom� lasers� at� 1.3� µm� [7]� Ǥ� Improved� temperature� stability� is�
expected� to� benefit� especially�miniaturization� of� frequency-doubled�
lasers� and� in� general� the� development� of� photonic� integration�
approaches,� which� are� currently� limited� by� thermal� management�
issues.� For� example,� ability� of� lasers� to� operate� at� elevated�
temperatures�will� reduce� the�constrains� of�mounting� them� close� to�
frequency�doubling�crystals,�which�often�require�elevated�operation�
temperatures�[8]�Ǥ�

The� single-mode� operation� with� stable� wavelength� and� narrow�
spectrum,�which�are�essential�features�for�efficient�frequency�doubling�
and�spectroscopic�applications��[8]�ǡ�can�be�achieved�using���distributed�



Bragg�reflector�(DBR)�integrated�to���narrow�ridge�waveguide�(RWG).�
To�this�end,�we�have�developed���process�based�on�using�soft�stamp�UV�
nanoimprint�lithography�(NIL)�for�patterning�of�the�DBR.�As�compared�
with�other�patterning�methods�(such�as�electron�beam�lithography�or�
steppers)�NIL� is��� low-cost�and�high� throughput�method,�which�can�
imprint�features�at�wafer�scale�[9]�Ǥ��

In� this� article� we� report� on� the� NIL-based� development� of� ��
temperature-stable� single-mode� GaInNAs/GaAs� DBR� laser� diode�
emitting�an�output�power�as�high�as�340�mW�at�1180�nm.�This�was�
enabled� by� employing� GaInNAs/GaAs� QW� with� improved� carrier�
confinement�and�low�intrinsic�strain.�The�highest�power�reported�so�
far�for���DBR�laser�operating�at�1180�nm,�without�amplifier�or�tapering,�
is�~230�mW��[10].��

The� semiconductor� structure� was� grown� by� plasma-assisted�
molecular� beam� epitaxy� (MBE)� on� an� n-GaAs(100)� substrate� and�
consisted�of���single�GaIn0.31N0.005As�QW�embedded�in���ͳ�Ɋ���GaAs�
waveguide�surrounded�by�Al0.25GaAs�claddings,�as�illustrated�in�Fig.��1.�
The� QW� was� grown� at� low� temperature� of� 380� °C� in� order� to�
kinetically�limit�phase�separation�of�metastable�GaInNAs�[11,�12]�Ǥ�We�
used�an�excess�arsenic�pressure�corresponding�to���beam�equivalent�
pressure� ratio� of�As/III� α� 14.� ��high� growth� rate�of�1.4� µm/h�was�
chosen� to� keep� the� nitrogen� composition� low� [13]� Ǥ�On� the� p-side,�
thinner�cladding�was�used�for�alleviating�possible�problems�due�to�high�
aspect�ratio�etching�of�the�DBR�and�to�maximize�thermal�conductivity�
towards�p-contact.�

�

Fig.��1.�Semiconductor�layer�structure�grown�by�plasma-assisted�MBE�
and�used�for�the�DBR�laser.�

In�addition�to�precisely�controlled�growth�conditions,�post-growth�
annealing� is� of� high-importance� in� GaInNAs� device� fabrication.�
Annealing� reduces� the� amount� of� point� defects� related� to� low-
temperature�growth�and�nitrogen�incorporation�and�affects�nitrogen-
induced� short� range� ordering.� This� improves� the� luminescence�
intensity� but� also� induces� �� blue� shift� of� the� emission�wavelength.�
However,� the� unwanted� blue� shift� is� saturable� and� thus,� easily�
controlled� assuming� that� annealing� temperature� is� not� increased�
above�750�°C� �[12,�14]� Ǥ�In�order�to�improve�material�quality�for�the�
lasers� reported� here,�we� grew� three� test� structures�with� different�
annealing�temperatures:�~695,�~705�and�~720�°C.�The�only�difference�
between�the�test�structures�and�the�DBR�laser�structure�was���thinner�
900�nm�n-AlGaAs�cladding�used�in� the� test�structures.�As���result�of�
increased�annealing�temperature,�photoluminescence�(PL)�intensity�of�
the� laser�wafers� increased�by�an�order�of�magnitude,�and� threshold�
current�density�of�broad�area�test�lasers�decreased�to�one�third�of�the�
original� value� (Fig.� � 2).� The� best� wafer� showed� PL�wavelength� of�
1173�nm�and�lasing�wavelengths�above�1190�nm,�which�are�too�high�
for�the�targeted�1180�nm�DBR�laser�wavelength.��For�the�DBR�laser,�we�

chose� an� annealing� temperature� of� ~720� °C,� fine-tuned� the� QW�
emission�wavelength�by�slightly�reducing�In�and���compositions,�and�
increased� the�n-cladding� thickness� for� suppressing�mode-leakage� to�
substrate.�

�

Fig.��2.�Output�power�characteristics�of�1600�µm���83�µm�oxide�stripe�
test� lasers� annealed� at� different� temperatures.� Inset� shows� PL�
characteristics�for�the�same�wafers.�

For� testing� the�material�characteristics,� the�heterostructure�made�
for�DBR�laser�was�first�processed�into�83�Ɋ����1600�Ɋ��broad-area�
oxide�stripe�lasers�without�facet�coatings.�The�lasers�were�mounted�p-
side�up,�which�leads�to�poor�thermal�conductivity�from�the�quantum�
well�region� through� the� substrate� to� the�copper�mount.�Thus,� these�
lasers� were� not� optimized� for� high-power� continuous� wave� (CW)�
operation.�Still,�they�had�low�threshold�current�density�of�220�A/cm2�
and�reached�maximum�output�of�1.2���(0.6���per�as-cleaved�facet)�in�
CW� mode� at� driving� current� of� 2.8� �� and� voltage� of� 1.4� V.� This�
corresponds�to�electrical�to�optical�conversion�efficiency�of�31�Ψ�and�
shows� clear� improvement� as� compared� with� characteristics� of�
InGaAs/GaAs�QW�lasers�at�the�same�wavelength�and�mounted�p-side�
down�for�efficient�cooling�[10]� Ǥ�Lasing�wavelength�shifted�from�1160�
nm�to�1188�when�increasing�the�driving�current�from�ͳ���to� �͵A.�One�
reason�for�the�good�CW�results�can�be�the�high�thermal�stability�of�the�
GaInNAs/GaAs� QWs.� Thermal� properties� can� be� characterized� by�
characteristic� temperatures� ܶ = ln(ܫ௧)ȀοܶȌ� and� � ଵܶ =
ln�ሺ݈݁ݏ)/οܶ� describing� the� exponential� increase� of� threshold�
current� Ith� and� decrease� of� slope� efficiency,� respectively,� with�
increasing�temperature�T.�The�temperature�dependence�of�the�output�
power� in� pulsed�mode� is� summarized� in� Fig.� � 3;� the� pulsed�mode�
operation�enabled�to�decouple�the�thermal�behavior�of�the�diodes�from�
the�heating�related�to�the�use�of�un-optimized�mounting�scheme�(i.e.�p-
side�up).�The�determined�characteristics�temperatures�were�T0�α�110�
��and�T1�α�160�K.�For�comparison,�typical�T0�values�for�InGaAs/GaAs�
QWs�with�similar�wavelength�are�around�80����[10,�15]� Ǥ� In� fact�we�
measured���T0�α�80���and�T1�α�130���for�our�InGaAs/GaAs�laser�with�
similar�structure�but�emitting�at�1060�nm.�Still,�it�should�be�noted�that�
regardless� of� the�QW�material� these� values� can�be� improved� using�
higher�number�of�QWs�or�AlGaAs�barriers.�Increasing�the�number�of�
QWs�using�dilute�nitrides�should�be�easier�than�with�GaInAs�because�of�
the� smaller� lattice�mismatch.� Wavelength� of� the� broad-area� lasers�
shifted�at� �� rate� of� 0.41� nm/°C�and�was� centered� at�1180� nm�at���
mount�temperature�of�100�°C.�The�vertical�far�field�had���full�width�at�
half�maximum�of�43°Ǥ�
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Fig.��3.�Peak�output�power�of���broad�area�laser�in�pulsed�mode�and�at�
different� mount� temperatures.� Inset� shows� output� spectra�
corresponding�to�different�mount�temperatures.�

The�DBR�laser�comprised���2-mm-long�3rd�order�DBR�section�with���
reflectivity� estimated� to� be� about� 15� %.� The� passive� DBR� section�
selected� �� single� longitudinal� mode� and� stabilized� the� emission�
wavelength.� �� 3-mm-long� RWG� section� with� �� width� of� 3.2� µm�
provided�gain�for�lasing�in���single�transversal�mode.�DBR�and�RWG�
sections�were� imprinted�by�soft�UV-NIL� in�one�step�and�etched� into�
semiconductor�using�inductively�coupled�plasma�(ICP)�etching�system.�
Dielectric� layer�was�then�deposited�on�the�wafer�and�removed� from�
top�of�the�ridge�waveguide�section�to�define�the�area�where�current�is�
injected.�P-side�metallization�(Ti/Pt/Au)�was�deposited�and�the�wafer�
was� thinned� to� 150� µm� to� allow� facet� cleaving.� After� thinning,� n-
metallization� (Ni/Au/Ge/Au)� was� deposited� and� the� metal� was�
annealed�to�form�ohmic�contact.�Both�of�the�cleaved�laser�facets�were�
antireflection� coated�with� single� layer�Al2O3� for� suppressing� Fabry-
Perot�modes�and�to�increase�output�power�from�the�front�facet.�Heat�
extraction� from�the�DBR� lasers�was�improved�by�mounting�them�p-
side�down.�Chips�were�first�soldered�with�AuSn�to�AlN�submount�with�
thermal�conductivity�of�170�W/mK.�Submount�was�then�bonded�on���
conductively�cooled�copper�mount�with�indium�solder.��

The� DBR� laser� was� characterized� in� continuous� wave� mode� at�
mount� temperature� of�20� °C.�The� corresponding� characteristics�are�
presented� in� FIG.� 4.� Laser� had� �� threshold� current� of�300�mA� and�
reached���maximum�output�power�of�340�mW,�which�was�measured�
at���driving�current�of�1170�mA�and�forward�voltage�of�1.67���(Fig.��4).�
This� corresponds� to� electrical-to-optical� power� efficiency� of� 17� Ψ�
whereas� the�maximum� efficiency� of� 20� Ψ�was� reached� at� driving�
current�of�876�mA�and�output�power�of�269�mW.� �This�record-high�
output�power� is�an�excellent�basis� for� further�increase�of� the�output�
power�using���tapered�configuration.��

Output�spectrum�of�the�DBR�laser�was�centered�at�1180�nm�and�had�
�� full�width� at� half�maximum� (FWHM)� of� 0.05� nm.�The�measured�
spectrum�width�was� likely� limited� by� the� resolution� of� the� optical�
spectrum�analyzer�(0.05�nm�FWHM)�used�for�the�measurement.�The�
wavelength�could�be�adjusted�at�an�average�rate�of�0.5�pm/mA.�Tuning�
was�characterized�by�abrupt�changes�due�to�changing�of�longitudinal�
lasing�mode,�which�was�observed�also� in� the�output�power�(Fig.� �5).�
Between�the�mode�hops,�tuning�rate�was�about�1.1�pm/mA.�Although�
tuning�was�not�continuous,�emission�wavelength�could�be�tuned�to�any�
value�in�the�tuning�range�of�the�laser�owing�to�overlap�between�lasing�
wavelength�ranges�of�consecutive�longitudinal�modes.�

�

Fig.� �4.�Current-voltage�and� light�output�characteristics�of� the�single-
mode�1180�nm�DBR�laser�in�CW�mode�and�at�mount�temperature�of�
20�°C.�Inset�shows���scanning�electron�microscope�image�taken�from���
DBR�laser.�

�

Fig.� � 5.� Wavelength� tuning� with� drive� current.� Changes� between�
consecutive� lasing�modes�are�seen�as�abrupt�changes� in�wavelength�
and�output�power.�Inset�shows�the�output�spectrum�measured�at�800�
mA.�

DBR�lasers�were�also�measured�at�different�mount�temperatures.�It�
was�observed�that�threshold�current�decreased�from�450�mA�to�125�
mA� with� increasing� temperature� from� 10� to� 50� °C� (Fig.� � 6).� This�
unusual�behavior� is�explained�by� large�detuning�between� the� lasing�
wavelength�and�QW�gain�spectrum.�Large�detuning� is� illustrated�by�
amplified�spontaneous�emission�spectrum�centered�at�1142�nm�at�500�
mA�driving�current�(inset�of�Fig.� �6).�The�wavelength�tuning�rate�with�
temperature�was�of�0.1�nm/°C.�At�high�current� levels�output�power�
was� relatively� insensitive� to� changes� in� mount� temperature.� For�
example,�output�powers�measured�at�1000�mA�driving�current�were�
255,�213�and�181�mW�for�mount� temperatures�of�20,�50�and�80�°C,�
respectively.� This� shows� that� excellent� laser� characteristics� at� high�
temperatures� can� be� obtained� by� using� high-confinement�GaInNAs�
QWs� together�with� large� detuning� between� lasing�wavelength� and�
room-temperature�QW�gain�wavelength.�
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Fig.� �6.�Output� power�of�DBR� laser�with� respect� to�driving� current�
measured� at� different� mount� temperatures.� Inset� shows� output�
spectrum�at�room�temperature�and�current�of�500�mA.�

�� preliminary� lifetime� test� was� also� carried� out� by� driving� the�
component�for�125�hours�at�900�mA�and�mount�temperature�of�20�°C.�
Only�slight�improvement�of�threshold�current�and�output�power�were�
observed�after�the�test.���

In�conclusion,�we�have�demonstrated�an�1180�nm�single-mode�DBR�
laser� diode�with� record-high� output� power� of� 340�mW.� The� laser�
exhibited� excellent� temperature-stability� with� only� 30� Ψ� drop� in�
output�power�when�the�mount�temperature�was�increased�from�20�to�
80�°C.�Good�high� temperature�characteristics�were�enabled�by�high�
detuning� between� lasing� wavelength� and� room-temperature� gain�
wavelength� and� by� temperature-stable� GaInNAs/GaAs� QWs.�
Temperature�stability�of�GaInNAs�QWs�was�confirmed�by�measuring�
high�characteristic�temperatures�of�T0=110���and�T1=160���for�broad�
area�laser�diodes�without�DBR.�High-power�single-mode�operation�is�
important� for� enabling� efficient� frequency� doubling,�whereas� good�
laser� operation� at� elevated� temperatures� is� important� for� future�
miniaturization� of� the� frequency-doubled� lasers.�Next� development�
steps�include�scaling�up�the�output�power�by�fabricating�tapered�DBR�
lasers� and� demonstration� of� frequency� doubling� to� yellow–orange�
wavelengths�in�compact�architectures.�
�
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